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While other wrestling
programs have been cut
Eastern manages to survive.
Story on Page 12

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Recruitment A new brand is born
efforts shift
toward China
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor

Eastern’s provost recently traveled to China to meet with university officials from Kunming
University about the possibility of
recruiting students to Eastern.
Teshome Abebe said he traveled
to China in December and the purpose was to recruit undergraduate
and graduate students to Eastern, to
explore the possibility of offering
highly specialized training programs to Chinese executives and
business people in the United
States, and explore the possibility of
offering Eastern’s masters of business administration at Kunming
University.
The trip to China was the result
of a visit to Eastern from officials
from Kunming University in late
August, Abebe said.
“They were so impressed that
they wanted to have a formal relationship with our university,” he
said. “As we talked to them, we
found out they were quite interested
in Eastern Illinois University.”
He said the university officials
from Kunming were more interested in the possibility of offering
Eastern’s masters program at the
University of Kunming more than
anything else.

“To be
considered by
their government … is
quite an affirmation that
they
view
(Eastern) very
highly,”
he
Teshome Abebe said.
Abebe
said the national government in
China must approve collegiate programs offered at universities in the
country.
While he was visiting, he said
the Chinese government approved
the offering of Northwestern
Univer-sity’s masters of business
administration program as the 17th
program to be offered in the count
r
y
.
A proposal has already been put
together to offer training programs
to Chinese executives and business
people in the United States, Abebe
said.
“We are now in the process of
designing a training program and
have already put together a proposal,” he said.
Abebe said he hopes the trip to
Kunming will help bring Chinese
students to Eastern to help improve
the International Program.
See CHINA Page 2

150 new computers
to be added to labs
By Matt Neistein
Staff writer

The Academic Technology
Advisory Committee is projecting
$625,175 in Student Technology
Fee funds will be spent on microcomputer purchases and other
upgrades to campus computer labs.
One hundred and fifty-nine
microcomputers, along with
peripheral equipment such as printers,will bring the total amount of
computers bought with STF funds
to 500 since 1995, a press release
said.
More than 700 computers are
available to students across the
campus, and almost 500 of these
are located in open labs, a press
release said. More than 340 of these
computers are two years old or less.
John Henderson, director of
Academic Computing, said the uni-

versity is in the process of re-evaluating campus computer labs.
“There’s a February deadline,”
Henderson said.
He also said new computer
installation would probably begin at
the beginning of March.
The foreign languages department has already received new
equipment and the math department
has two new labs, Henderson said.
“Lumpkin (computer labs) got
done last year,” Henderson said,
and Student Services is partially
upgraded. The remainder is scheduled for upgrading upon completion of the evaluation.
Henderson said the English
department requested a summer
installation so individuals can begin
training during intersession.
Henderson said he estimates new
computers will be installed in the
English department around May 1.

AT A GLANCE
1954 - M&M’s Peanut
Chocolate Candies were
introduced in only brown
1960s - red, green,
and yellow were
introduced in the added to the original
United States in brown color of
all six colors
Peanut M&M’s

1941-M&M’s

M&M Timeline
1976 - orange was added to color mix
1976 - red was removed from the
color combination after public
controversy surrounding specific red
food coloring.This food coloring was
not used in M&M’s but red was
removed to avoid any confusion.

1990’s - Peanut Butter and
Almond M&M’s introduced
1987 - red was added
back into the color mix

1998 - crispy
M&M’s debut

1996 - M&M’s MINIs Milk
Chocolate candies debut

1995 - blue
was added to
the color mix

American icon changes its look with the debut of crispy M&M’s
By Nicole Meinheit
Features editor

S

ince the candy that “melts in your mouth, not
in your hand,” was introduced in 1941, it has
become an American icon.
By the 1950s, M&M’s were a household commodity and their ad campaign featuring the
M&M’s characters launched their “spokescandies”
into the same celebrity status as Mickey Mouse.
Marketing Evaluation Inc. even rated the
M&M’s spokescandies with more popularity than
Mickey Mouse or Bart Simpson.
On Dec. 15, 1998, The M&M Mars corporation
shipped the latest addition to the M&M family to
stores nationwide – the crispy M&M.
The new crispy M&M’s are slightly larger than
plain M&M’s and have a crispy rice center in addition to the traditional milk chocolate and sugar
shell, said Pat D’Amato, public relations manager
for M&M’s.
Crispy M&M’s are already in vending
machines on campus and on the shelves at WalMart, 510 W. Lincoln Ave., and Walker’s Super
Saver Foods, 505 W. Lincoln Ave.
The release of the crispy M&M’s is timed partially with the Super Bowl.
“One of the reasons is because the Super Bowl
is one of the most widely viewed programs and
M&M’s is a mega brand and when we have big
news, we try to time it in a way that is going to
reach many, many people,” D’Amato said.
The M&M’s began being shipped in December
so when the ad campaign airs on Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan. 31, the stores will be fully stocked.
The timing of the release of new products is not
only timed specifically with marketing strategies,
but also with when the product is ready for the con-

sumer.
“We launch new products when they are completely tested and will reach the consumers as perfect products,” D’Amato said.
Super Bowl Sunday will not only add a new
product line to M&M’s advertising, but it may also
bring a new spokescandy to the M&M’s line up.
Crispy, donning an orange shell, is featured on
the M&M’s web page show casing the new candy.
If Crispy is profiled in the Super Bowl Sunday
premier of the crispy M&M’s, he will join the
other M&M’s spokescandies, including Green, the
first female M&M spokescandy introduced in
1997.
New products have not been the only change in
M&M’s 57-year history.
When plain M&M’s debuted in 1941 they came
in six colors, but 13 years later when peanut
M&M’s premiered, they came out only in brown.
Peanut M&M’s were colorized in the 1960s but
red M&M’s were discontinued in 1976.
Public controversy surrounding red food coloring forced the M&M Mars company to discontinue the red M&M’s even though food coloring was
not used in M&M’s. The move was made to avoid
any confusion.
The red M&M’s returned in 1987, and have
become a staple of the product. Blue joined the
color mix in 1995 after an ad campaign revealed
that 54 percent of the more than 10 million consumers questioned voted for blue.
The spokescandies have been part of M&M’s
advertising campaign since the early 1970s when
they first appeared on M&M’s packaging and in
television and newspaper ad campaigns.
To catch a glimpse of Crispy, M&M lovers can
log onto http://www.m-ms.com.
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Housing Guide
The countdown has begun. Do you opt for the residence hall scene, apartment life or cram as many
people into a house as possible? Things can get
stressful and at times it may feel like you are the
center attraction in a:

Three-ring
circus

Inside this guide
Searching for a place to call home, Page 2 & 3B
How to learn all of the lease jargon, Page 2B
Pros and Cons of living on or off campus, Page 4B
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AIDS-related
deaths drop
to 10-year low
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Takin’ a break
Colleen Cloonan, a junior early childhood education major, and Sarah Blair, a junior psychology
major, sit outside the Booth Library Wednesday afternoon. They are taking advantage of temperatures much higher then experienced in recent weeks.

Greenspan praises economy but
warns of possible stock decline
WASHINGTON (AP) – While calling the
economy’s current performance “outstanding,’’
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
expressed worries today that the high-flying
stock market could be headed for a tumble that
could spell serious trouble down the road.
Greenspan also criticized a key part of
President Clinton’s Social Security rescue plan,
saying the government could damage the economy by investing huge sums of money in the
stock market.
None of Greenspan’s comments today suggested to analysts that the Fed would be changing interest rates any time soon.
But his expressions of concern about the
altitude of the stock market gave support to
views that the central bank is unlikely to rush to
cut rates further unless global turmoil sends
markets into a severe downturn such as
occurred last fall.
The Dow Jones average fell 55 points as he
read his statement, but at midafternoon it was
up 85 points.
Separately, a survey prepared for the Fed’s
next interest-rate meeting in two weeks found
“most regions are showing solid economic

growth overall’’ through early January. Still, the
survey of regional conditions, known as the
“beige book,’’ noted that growth in some areas
– manufacturing, farming, oil and mining – had
slowed in some parts of the country.
Greenspan, an influential voice Congress
often turns to on economic matters, said he supports Clinton’s major idea to put 62 percent of
the government’s budget surpluses into Social
Security’s cash reserves.
But he expressed serious reservations about
a part of Clinton’s plan that would allow a government board to direct about a quarter of those
savings into stock market investments. It is
unlikely that these investments could be insulated from political considerations, he said.
Rather, Greenspan said it is more important to
use budget surpluses to reduce the federal debt as
a way of boosting the national savings rate.
The government’s channeling trillions of
dollars over the years into U.S. companies
would eventually lower America’s productivity
rates, the key to rising standards of living,
because of pressures to help less efficient industries rather than letting market forces decide
what companies to fund, Greenspan said.
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from Page 1
“One of the most important initiatives we have … is
our need for strengthening the international dimension of
our programs,” Abebe said. “I feel strongly that intellectual and personal insularity is a very dangerous thing.”
He said having international students on Eastern’s
campus will help the university community understand
the values and traditions of people from different cultures.
“One way of improving … is to open our door and our
hearts to the presence of others with different cultures, different
questions, different attitudes and different values,”Abebe said.
He said Kunming University is mainly an undergraduate university with approximately 10,000 students
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) _ AIDS-related deaths in
Illinois dropped by more than half in 1997, reaching
a 10-year low, the state Department of Public Health
announced Wednesday.
Illinois counties reported 569 AIDS deaths in
1997, down 52 percent from 1996’s 1,186 deaths.
The death toll has not been that low since 1988,
when 500 deaths were reported. Statistics for 1998
will not be available until autumn.
“The decline signals that medical advancements
made in the past couple of years are having a dramatic impact in helping those with HIV and AIDS to
live longer,’’ Dr. John R. Lumpkin, state public health
director, said in a statement.
But Lumpkin warned that the good news does not
mean the end of the AIDS epidemic.
“While it is indeed encouraging that the use of
potent drug combinations has revolutionized AIDS
care and saved lives, the fight against AIDS must be
won by preventing HIV infection in the first place,’’
Lumpkin said.
Illinois still ranks sixth-highest nationally in the
number of AIDS cases. Approximately 22,000
Illinoisans have been diagnosed with AIDS since the
disease was first identified in 1981, and 64 percent of
them have died.
Many people diagnosed with HIV or AIDS
receive “drug cocktails’’ designed to reduce the
amount of virus in the bloodstream. Most who were
extremely ill when the combination therapies came
into use two years ago are now reporting good health.
However, no one knows how long these benefits
will last.
“We know that they work at keeping people relatively healthy and alive for up to three years, and
that’s all we know. We don’t know how long they will
last,’’ cautioned David Munar, director of public policy for the Chicago AIDS Foundation.
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Charleston
Hot Spots
McArthur Manor
What? Two person, two bed
room apartment
Where? 917 Fourth St.
How much? 420 a month
with a 12 month lease
What’s provided? water and
trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-2231

What? Three person, three
bedroom apartment
Where? 47-49 Madison
Ave.
How much? $150 per person
What’s provided? water and
trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? no
Where can I call? 345-3664

Glenwood Apartments
What? Two person, two bed
room apartment
Where? 1905 Twelveth St.
How much? $475 for 12
months, $550 for 10 months
What’s provided? water
and trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-4489
Century 21 Wood Real Estate

Baker Apartments
What? Two person, two bed
room apartment
Where? 947 Fourth St.
How much? $420- $490 a
month
What’s provided? water
and trash
Is it furnished? yes / no
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-4489
Century 21 Wood Real Estate

Baker Apartments
What? Two person, two
bedroom apartment
Where? 1511 First St.
How much? $480 for 12
month, $550 for 10 months
What’s provided? cable
(expanded basic) and trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? no
Where can I call? 345-4489
Century 21 Wood Real Estate

1050 Seventh St.
What? One person, one bedroom efficiency apartment
Where? 1050 Seventh St.
How much? $170 a month
What’s provided? trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-2516
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Students set out on the great search
Armed with the classified section, leaving a trail of discarded newspapers
behind, Eastern students start on a search more difficult than finding an
open liquor store on Sunday night ... finding a place to call home
By Nicole Meinheit
Features editor
They can be recognized by the piles of discarded classified sections left outside their door.
Each section is marked up with circles and Xs,
marking apartment or house possibilities.
Armed with a red pen they search the classified
sections, looking for the perfect place to study,
party, hang out and hang up their posters, they
are looking for the perfect place to live for a year.
For some the search is over.
Mary Schlereth, sophomore family consumer
sciences major, signed her lease before semester
break.
She and her roommates started looking for an
apartment two weeks before Thanksgiving but had
talked about getting an apartment or a house as
early as last year.
Their search started just by looking around.
“We drove around campus and looked at numbers and called those places,” Schlereth said.
The two major factors they were looking for was
the exterior appearance and if the apartments
were furnished, Schlereth said.
“The first place we made an appointment with
we ended up signing a lease with like five minutes
after we saw the apartment,” Schlereth said.
They had called other landlords earlier and seen
them before they saw the apartment they ended
up signing the lease for.
Another apartment they had seen was about the
same rent, but the apartment they signed the lease
with was bigger and Schlereth and her roommate
would only be the second tenants in the apartment.
“(The hardest part) was probably everything
filled up so quickly because people who lived there
last had the first pick,” Schlereth said
For Krista Kirkham, a sophomore environmen-

“

A lot of new ones(apartment complexes) fill
up fast ... I’d be willing to bet that 90 percent
of the market hasn’t been touched yet
Jim Wood,
owner of Century 21 Wood Real Estate

”

tal biology major, the hardest part about apartment hunting was convincing her parents that
apartment dwellings were cheaper than living in
the residence halls.
Kirkham and her roommates solved the problem by sharing rooms.
“We planned it so everybody will get what they
want,” Kirkham said. “The apartment only has
three bedrooms so the people who share the bedroom pay less.”
Kirkham and her roommates found their apartment the same way Schlereth and her roommates
found theirs ... by looking around.
“A couple of the girls I’m rooming with drove
around and got a ton of numbers and I called a ton
of numbers just to see about rent and utilities and
asked a lot of questions,” Kirkham said.
Angie Armbrust, a sophomore special education
major and her roommates solved the problem of
more roommates than bedrooms a little differently.
They are looking at University Court Apartments and one of the apartments they looked at
has one big room with a bathroom without a
shower and another smaller room.
Armbrust and her roommates will trade off with
which pair of roommates got the smaller room.
She and one of her roommates, Angie Thomas,
saw an apartment in University Court.
“We were afraid of conflict with four people
moving into a two bedroom apartment,” Thomas

Student Legal Service can
help sort out legal details
“
By Brandi Champagne
Staff writer

With semester break behind them, many Eastern students are focusing their efforts on the
search for next year’s apartment or rental property.
In their search for a home away from home
many students will be entering into their first lease
and may miss some of the details of the agreement, said Steve Davis, director of Student Legal
Service.
For any student confused about the terms of a
lease, the Student Legal Service offers free legal
advice to help students become aware of the pitfalls that may be involved.
Davis strongly advises students to take advantage of the free service.
“We can help students with any legal matters
and especially with housing questions,” Davis,
said.
Three of the major pitfalls of signing a lease are
joint leases, maintenance issues and security
deposits.
When students sign a joint lease, they must
consider that the lease makes them responsible
for a portion of the rent.
If a roommate decides to leave, then the rest of
the people on the lease may be held liable for
their portion of the rent, Davis said.
“A lot of students run into this problem because
they fail to understand the agreement,” Davis
said.
Many times, landlords do not emphasize that
other roommates will be held responsible for their

We’re hoping to save students by making
them aware of problems before they happen.

Steve Davis,
director of Student Legal Service

”

roommate’s rent if the roommate leaves, Davis
said. The overall rent could be hard to pay for if a
student is on a set budget.
Maintenance issues are another problem, Davis
said.
Davis advises students to make sure the landlord has a move-in condition report. If not, students are advised to make their own.
Landlords can hold renters responsible for
property damage and a number of other things.
The Student Legal Service office has offered
legal advice to students for the past 18 years.
The office has about seven to 10 contacts a
day and some of the situations include: alcohol
related cases, roommate situations, boyfriend/girlfriend disputes and employment issues.
“We’re hoping to save students by making
them aware of problems before they happen,”
says Davis.
To make an appointment with the Student
Legal Service call 581-6054 during their office
hours Monday though Friday 8 a.m. to noon and
1 to 4:30 p.m.

said.
But University Court is close to campus and will
make their bills easier to pay because the bulk of
their bills will be paid to the University.
University Court Apartments were pretty much
the only place Armbrust, Thomas and their roommates toured.
“We started calling in December and everything
we wanted was filled,” Thomas said. “For senior
year we are looking early.”
While many students said all the apartments
they were interested in were already rented, Jim
Wood, owner of Century 21 Wood Real Estate,
said there are plenty of rental properties still available.
“A lot of new ones fill up fast ... I’d be willing to
bet that 90 percent of the market hasn’t been
touched yet,” Wood said.
Based on last year, Wood said he expects the
have three-fourths of his rental properties rented
by May and rent the rest out over the summer.
The fastest going housing is housing for large
groups, he said.
Wood also said there are not too many good
houses for large groups.
One of the rental properties Wood manages
used to be rented out as a house, but every year
the owner had to repair and repaint the house.
Wood suggested the owner divide the house into
two apartments and rent to two smaller groups
rather than one large group.
The year after the owner changed the house to
two apartments the two rental groups both got full
deposits back.
“I had housekeeping go through there and they
didn’t earn their money,” Wood said.
Apartment seekers in groups of two or three will
be able to come in until spring break and find
apartments, although Wood warns that they might
not get their first choice.
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Apartments for singles will be available through
this summer, Wood said.
People who want to rent singles have a completely different mind set, Wood said.
“They are going to get their degree and going
to have a social life but somewhere else,” Wood
said.
Looking for a new apartment isn’t exclusive to
people in single apartments.
The quality of the apartment was first on the list
for Thomas, Armburst, Schlereth and Kirk ham.
“Were looking for nice bathrooms, no beer
stains,” Thomas said. “And we wanted it lived in
by girls before us.”
The apartment they are hoping for in University
Court was lived in by girls, and the girls are friends
with another one of their roommates.
Armbrust has wanted an apartment since the
beginning of the year and says she has already
started looking at decorations.
Despite her enthusiasm both her and Thomas
say they are sorry to be moving out of the residence halls.
“I’m really gonna miss the ‘you-walk-outside-thedoor-and-there-is-50-people-you-know,” Thomas
said.
Thomas described the residence halls as a stepping block to apartment living.
“You need to take your time and not rush into
being a grown up,” she said.
A lot of friendships are forged in the residence
halls.
“I definitely benefited from living in the residence halls; it’s where I meet everyone,” Armburst
said.
Despite all of her friendships in the residence
halls it came down to one thing that drove Armburst to move out of the residence halls.
“I just want good food,” she said.

How to rent ...
and want to rent again
Jim Wood has been managing rental properties full time for the last
13 years at his business Century 21 Wood Reality, but he has been
managing rental properties since he was a college student at Eastern.
Over the years he has seen both legal conflicts and arguments
between roommates and landlords. Here are some of his tips for
stress-free renting ...
■ Know your roommates.
All the leases Wood has his renters sign are joint leases which
means he can sue whichever roommate he can find for the entire
amount of the lease.
■ Know what maintenance program is offered in the lease.
Older apartments or rental properties can require unexpected
repairs. If the landlord of an older building offers a good matanance
program the renter won’t be caught by unexpected bills. If there is no
maintenance program offered prospective renters should look for
newer apartments or apartments with a maintenance program.
■ Talk to current renters.
A current renters can tell prospective renters the best and worst of
any apartment building or rental property. Asking what the highest
water or electricity bill is can give prospective renters an idea of the
worst and they can plan accordingly.
■ Have Student Legal Service look at the lease.
Student Legal Service will review any lease free of charge and clarify any details prospective renters may not know.
■ Put the bills in different people’s names.
By dividing up all of the bills no one person is left responsible for
paying (and collecting money from roommates) all of the bills.

Where to
draw the line
Both renters and landlords
have responsibilities, but
new renters may not be
aware of their part
Lauren Borck
Staff writer

For many Eastern students, next fall may be their first experience renting.
They will no longer be living in the safe abode of the residence halls or their parents’ house and the division of responsibilities between landlord and tenant may be confusing.
The tenants’ main responsibilities are to keep the home in
“decent shape,” said Jeff Simley, Charleston building inspector.
Tenants are responsible for the upkeep of things like the
smoke alarm and if the property is a single household unit,
trash pickup.
One of the problems landlords face is that students do not
maintain the property. It is common for students to turn off
their heat over long brakes and return to apartments or houses
with frozen water pipes.
“Students do not take care of homes like they would their
folks’ home,” Simley said.
Students renting should also be cautious signing a lease or
subleasing.
Anyone subleasing should know who they are subleasing to
and make sure they know the original terms of the lease.
Students considering signing a lease can have Student Legal
Service look at it, advises Simley.
It is also the renters responsibility to purchase renters insurance.
“The smart thing is tenants should have renters’ insurance,”
Simley said. “Liability often comes with it.”
Landlords are responsible for maintaining the property and
providing things like a smoke detector and fire extinguisher.

Rules provide structure
The primary purpose of
residence hall rules is to
provide direction for
students after graduation
Kristen Raj
Staff writer
While some residents of University Housing
view rules and regulations as a nuisance, they
are offered to provide students with direction for
their years at Eastern and after they graduate.
Eastern and University Housing offer a structured environment in the residence halls, said
Bill Schnackel, director of University Housing.
“The primary purpose of the housing rules is
to provide some kind of direction for the students,” Schnackel said.
Rules are set in a variety of areas including
visitation policies, excessive noise, alcohol and
destruction of property.
During finals week residence halls offer intensive quiet hours to give students the time and
place to prepare for finals.
The rules and regulations are intended for the
benefit of students and vary from residence hall
to residence hall on issues such as visitation and
quiet hours. Students can choose the residence
hall that best suits their needs.
Students are responsible for knowing and
abiding by the rules and regulations of the university and of University Housing, Schnackle
said.
“(Residents) need to understand that by signing the University Housing contracts they agree
to abide by these rules and regulations,”

Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor

Tamika Williams, a sophomore family and consumer
science major, hangs up residence hall rules on her
floor. These rules are to help insure students’ safety
in the halls.
Schnackle said.
These rules are clearly stated in the contract
to make our disciplinary system more easily
understood, Schnackel said.
Violation of any University Housing rules is
first dealt with by residence assistants and hall
directors and may be dealt with by administrative
action if the violation is serious enough.
“Depending upon the severity of the situation
it can move to the campus Judicial Board,” said
Schanackel.
The goal of University Housing is to provide
an “educational approach in helping guide students in the right direction in the real world,”
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Charleston
Hot Spots
McArthur Manor
What? Two person, two bed
room apartment
Where? 917 Fourth St.
How much? 420 a month
with a 12 month lease
What’s provided? water and
trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-2231

What? Three person, three
bedroom apartment
Where? 47-49 Madison
Ave.
How much? $150 per person
What’s provided? water and
trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? no
Where can I call? 345-3664

Glenwood Apartments
What? Two person, two bed
room apartment
Where? 1905 Twelveth St.
How much? $475 for 12
months, $550 for 10 months
What’s provided? water
and trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-4489
Century 21 Wood Real Estate

Baker Apartments
What? Two person, two bed
room apartment
Where? 947 Fourth St.
How much? $420- $490 a
month
What’s provided? water
and trash
Is it furnished? yes / no
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-4489
Century 21 Wood Real Estate

Baker Apartments
What? Two person, two
bedroom apartment
Where? 1511 First St.
How much? $480 for 12
month, $550 for 10 months
What’s provided? cable
(expanded basic) and trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? no
Where can I call? 345-4489
Century 21 Wood Real Estate

1050 Seventh St.
What? One person, one bedroom efficiency apartment
Where? 1050 Seventh St.
How much? $170 a month
What’s provided? trash
Is it furnished? yes
Laundry facilities? yes
Where can I call? 345-2516
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Students set out on the great search
Armed with the classified section, leaving a trail of discarded newspapers
behind, Eastern students start on a search more difficult than finding an
open liquor store on Sunday night ... finding a place to call home
By Nicole Meinheit
Features editor
They can be recognized by the piles of discarded classified sections left outside their door.
Each section is marked up with circles and Xs,
marking apartment or house possibilities.
Armed with a red pen they search the classified
sections, looking for the perfect place to study,
party, hang out and hang up their posters, they
are looking for the perfect place to live for a year.
For some the search is over.
Mary Schlereth, sophomore family consumer
sciences major, signed her lease before semester
break.
She and her roommates started looking for an
apartment two weeks before Thanksgiving but had
talked about getting an apartment or a house as
early as last year.
Their search started just by looking around.
“We drove around campus and looked at numbers and called those places,” Schlereth said.
The two major factors they were looking for was
the exterior appearance and if the apartments
were furnished, Schlereth said.
“The first place we made an appointment with
we ended up signing a lease with like five minutes
after we saw the apartment,” Schlereth said.
They had called other landlords earlier and seen
them before they saw the apartment they ended
up signing the lease for.
Another apartment they had seen was about the
same rent, but the apartment they signed the lease
with was bigger and Schlereth and her roommate
would only be the second tenants in the apartment.
“(The hardest part) was probably everything
filled up so quickly because people who lived there
last had the first pick,” Schlereth said
For Krista Kirkham, a sophomore environmen-

“

A lot of new ones(apartment complexes) fill
up fast ... I’d be willing to bet that 90 percent
of the market hasn’t been touched yet
Jim Wood,
owner of Century 21 Wood Real Estate

”

tal biology major, the hardest part about apartment hunting was convincing her parents that
apartment dwellings were cheaper than living in
the residence halls.
Kirkham and her roommates solved the problem by sharing rooms.
“We planned it so everybody will get what they
want,” Kirkham said. “The apartment only has
three bedrooms so the people who share the bedroom pay less.”
Kirkham and her roommates found their apartment the same way Schlereth and her roommates
found theirs ... by looking around.
“A couple of the girls I’m rooming with drove
around and got a ton of numbers and I called a ton
of numbers just to see about rent and utilities and
asked a lot of questions,” Kirkham said.
Angie Armbrust, a sophomore special education
major and her roommates solved the problem of
more roommates than bedrooms a little differently.
They are looking at University Court Apartments and one of the apartments they looked at
has one big room with a bathroom without a
shower and another smaller room.
Armbrust and her roommates will trade off with
which pair of roommates got the smaller room.
She and one of her roommates, Angie Thomas,
saw an apartment in University Court.
“We were afraid of conflict with four people
moving into a two bedroom apartment,” Thomas

Student Legal Service can
help sort out legal details
“
By Brandi Champagne
Staff writer

With semester break behind them, many Eastern students are focusing their efforts on the
search for next year’s apartment or rental property.
In their search for a home away from home
many students will be entering into their first lease
and may miss some of the details of the agreement, said Steve Davis, director of Student Legal
Service.
For any student confused about the terms of a
lease, the Student Legal Service offers free legal
advice to help students become aware of the pitfalls that may be involved.
Davis strongly advises students to take advantage of the free service.
“We can help students with any legal matters
and especially with housing questions,” Davis,
said.
Three of the major pitfalls of signing a lease are
joint leases, maintenance issues and security
deposits.
When students sign a joint lease, they must
consider that the lease makes them responsible
for a portion of the rent.
If a roommate decides to leave, then the rest of
the people on the lease may be held liable for
their portion of the rent, Davis said.
“A lot of students run into this problem because
they fail to understand the agreement,” Davis
said.
Many times, landlords do not emphasize that
other roommates will be held responsible for their

We’re hoping to save students by making
them aware of problems before they happen.

Steve Davis,
director of Student Legal Service

”

roommate’s rent if the roommate leaves, Davis
said. The overall rent could be hard to pay for if a
student is on a set budget.
Maintenance issues are another problem, Davis
said.
Davis advises students to make sure the landlord has a move-in condition report. If not, students are advised to make their own.
Landlords can hold renters responsible for
property damage and a number of other things.
The Student Legal Service office has offered
legal advice to students for the past 18 years.
The office has about seven to 10 contacts a
day and some of the situations include: alcohol
related cases, roommate situations, boyfriend/girlfriend disputes and employment issues.
“We’re hoping to save students by making
them aware of problems before they happen,”
says Davis.
To make an appointment with the Student
Legal Service call 581-6054 during their office
hours Monday though Friday 8 a.m. to noon and
1 to 4:30 p.m.

said.
But University Court is close to campus and will
make their bills easier to pay because the bulk of
their bills will be paid to the University.
University Court Apartments were pretty much
the only place Armbrust, Thomas and their roommates toured.
“We started calling in December and everything
we wanted was filled,” Thomas said. “For senior
year we are looking early.”
While many students said all the apartments
they were interested in were already rented, Jim
Wood, owner of Century 21 Wood Real Estate,
said there are plenty of rental properties still available.
“A lot of new ones fill up fast ... I’d be willing to
bet that 90 percent of the market hasn’t been
touched yet,” Wood said.
Based on last year, Wood said he expects the
have three-fourths of his rental properties rented
by May and rent the rest out over the summer.
The fastest going housing is housing for large
groups, he said.
Wood also said there are not too many good
houses for large groups.
One of the rental properties Wood manages
used to be rented out as a house, but every year
the owner had to repair and repaint the house.
Wood suggested the owner divide the house into
two apartments and rent to two smaller groups
rather than one large group.
The year after the owner changed the house to
two apartments the two rental groups both got full
deposits back.
“I had housekeeping go through there and they
didn’t earn their money,” Wood said.
Apartment seekers in groups of two or three will
be able to come in until spring break and find
apartments, although Wood warns that they might
not get their first choice.
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Apartments for singles will be available through
this summer, Wood said.
People who want to rent singles have a completely different mind set, Wood said.
“They are going to get their degree and going
to have a social life but somewhere else,” Wood
said.
Looking for a new apartment isn’t exclusive to
people in single apartments.
The quality of the apartment was first on the list
for Thomas, Armburst, Schlereth and Kirk ham.
“Were looking for nice bathrooms, no beer
stains,” Thomas said. “And we wanted it lived in
by girls before us.”
The apartment they are hoping for in University
Court was lived in by girls, and the girls are friends
with another one of their roommates.
Armbrust has wanted an apartment since the
beginning of the year and says she has already
started looking at decorations.
Despite her enthusiasm both her and Thomas
say they are sorry to be moving out of the residence halls.
“I’m really gonna miss the ‘you-walk-outside-thedoor-and-there-is-50-people-you-know,” Thomas
said.
Thomas described the residence halls as a stepping block to apartment living.
“You need to take your time and not rush into
being a grown up,” she said.
A lot of friendships are forged in the residence
halls.
“I definitely benefited from living in the residence halls; it’s where I meet everyone,” Armburst
said.
Despite all of her friendships in the residence
halls it came down to one thing that drove Armburst to move out of the residence halls.
“I just want good food,” she said.

How to rent ...
and want to rent again
Jim Wood has been managing rental properties full time for the last
13 years at his business Century 21 Wood Reality, but he has been
managing rental properties since he was a college student at Eastern.
Over the years he has seen both legal conflicts and arguments
between roommates and landlords. Here are some of his tips for
stress-free renting ...
■ Know your roommates.
All the leases Wood has his renters sign are joint leases which
means he can sue whichever roommate he can find for the entire
amount of the lease.
■ Know what maintenance program is offered in the lease.
Older apartments or rental properties can require unexpected
repairs. If the landlord of an older building offers a good matanance
program the renter won’t be caught by unexpected bills. If there is no
maintenance program offered prospective renters should look for
newer apartments or apartments with a maintenance program.
■ Talk to current renters.
A current renters can tell prospective renters the best and worst of
any apartment building or rental property. Asking what the highest
water or electricity bill is can give prospective renters an idea of the
worst and they can plan accordingly.
■ Have Student Legal Service look at the lease.
Student Legal Service will review any lease free of charge and clarify any details prospective renters may not know.
■ Put the bills in different people’s names.
By dividing up all of the bills no one person is left responsible for
paying (and collecting money from roommates) all of the bills.

Where to
draw the line
Both renters and landlords
have responsibilities, but
new renters may not be
aware of their part
Lauren Borck
Staff writer

For many Eastern students, next fall may be their first experience renting.
They will no longer be living in the safe abode of the residence halls or their parents’ house and the division of responsibilities between landlord and tenant may be confusing.
The tenants’ main responsibilities are to keep the home in
“decent shape,” said Jeff Simley, Charleston building inspector.
Tenants are responsible for the upkeep of things like the
smoke alarm and if the property is a single household unit,
trash pickup.
One of the problems landlords face is that students do not
maintain the property. It is common for students to turn off
their heat over long brakes and return to apartments or houses
with frozen water pipes.
“Students do not take care of homes like they would their
folks’ home,” Simley said.
Students renting should also be cautious signing a lease or
subleasing.
Anyone subleasing should know who they are subleasing to
and make sure they know the original terms of the lease.
Students considering signing a lease can have Student Legal
Service look at it, advises Simley.
It is also the renters responsibility to purchase renters insurance.
“The smart thing is tenants should have renters’ insurance,”
Simley said. “Liability often comes with it.”
Landlords are responsible for maintaining the property and
providing things like a smoke detector and fire extinguisher.

Rules provide structure
The primary purpose of
residence hall rules is to
provide direction for
students after graduation
Kristen Raj
Staff writer
While some residents of University Housing
view rules and regulations as a nuisance, they
are offered to provide students with direction for
their years at Eastern and after they graduate.
Eastern and University Housing offer a structured environment in the residence halls, said
Bill Schnackel, director of University Housing.
“The primary purpose of the housing rules is
to provide some kind of direction for the students,” Schnackel said.
Rules are set in a variety of areas including
visitation policies, excessive noise, alcohol and
destruction of property.
During finals week residence halls offer intensive quiet hours to give students the time and
place to prepare for finals.
The rules and regulations are intended for the
benefit of students and vary from residence hall
to residence hall on issues such as visitation and
quiet hours. Students can choose the residence
hall that best suits their needs.
Students are responsible for knowing and
abiding by the rules and regulations of the university and of University Housing, Schnackle
said.
“(Residents) need to understand that by signing the University Housing contracts they agree
to abide by these rules and regulations,”
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Tamika Williams, a sophomore family and consumer
science major, hangs up residence hall rules on her
floor. These rules are to help insure students’ safety
in the halls.
Schnackle said.
These rules are clearly stated in the contract
to make our disciplinary system more easily
understood, Schnackel said.
Violation of any University Housing rules is
first dealt with by residence assistants and hall
directors and may be dealt with by administrative
action if the violation is serious enough.
“Depending upon the severity of the situation
it can move to the campus Judicial Board,” said
Schanackel.
The goal of University Housing is to provide
an “educational approach in helping guide students in the right direction in the real world,”
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New sheriff adjusting nicely to position
Things are going well, Scott says
By Matt Neistein
Staff writer

Ron Scott, the new Coles County Sheriff,
summed up his feelings regarding his position with one simple sentence: “I love the
job.”
When asked about Eastern and its students, Scott replied enthusiastically, “I think
they’re fantastic.”
Scott, formerly a retired Mattoon police
captain, said has not encountered any problems with students and praised Eastern’s
police force and disciplinary officials for
their cooperation with the sheriff’s department.
Scott did stress students need to be careful.
“I know that going to college is the best
time of your life,” he said. “But be safe.”
Scott said accidents happen and it is up to
both students and community members to
avoid any serious incidents.
Scott referred to Sunday’s hit and run
accident that injured three people and killed
one man as an example of what can happen
if people are not cautious.
There have been some some adjustments
made in the department since Scott took the

position, he said.
Scott said he had to reshuffle the detectives division at the department and anticipates adjusting manpower at the jail. The
Jail Standards Act outlines certain requirements for each correctional facility in the
state, and the Department of Corrections
in the State of Illinois enforces this, Scott
said.
The new sheriff said he does not foresee
any problems within the department.
“Things are going well,” he said. ”There
have been no discipline problems within the
department. I have a group of super employees,” he said.
Some of the duties of the sheriff
include promoting law enforcement, care
and maintenance of the jail and courthouse and seeing the civil process is carried out.
Scott said he has received wonderful support from department personnel.
As for his family, “my wife and daughter
are elated (about his new job),” Scott said.
Scott said his stepson, a Mattoon police
officer, and daughter, an employee in the
Records division at Lakeland College, are
very proud of him.

Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Ron Scott, the new Coles County sheriff, stays in his office awaiting his next appointment.
He was elected to this position in the November elections.

Student Senate dismisses need for honor code;
withdraws resolution to form a committee
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

Student Senate members
Wednesday withdrew a resolution
that would form a committee to
decide if Eastern needs an academic honor code.
The original resolution said
the committee would include the
student vice president for academic affairs, one senate member
appointed by the speaker of the
senate, one graduate student
appointed by the vice president
of academic affairs, one Faculty
Senate member, one non-Faculty
Senate member and one member
from the office of Judicial
Affairs.
Senate members were concerned the start of this committee
would take away from the
Academic Integrity Committee.
Melissa Riley, student vice
president for academic affairs, said
the issue the committee was supposed to look into would be a good
project for the Academic Integrity
Committee to work on.
The Academic Honor Code
Committee would have been
responsible for looking into

whether it would be beneficial and
feasible for Eastern to have an
honor code.
Riley said the Academic
Integrity Committee was formed
last year to deal with these matters.
Senate Speaker Bill Gruen
said this resolution was formed
because he believes it would
remove some duties of the
Academic Integrity Committee.
“I feel personally that we
would be taking apart the committee if we combined,” Gruen
said. “The best way to go is to
keep it small so we wouldn’t
have to dismantle one committee
that already exists and add this
on top of it.”
Another concern senate members had was trying to find members to serve on the Academic
Honor Code Committee.
In other business student senate
members vetoed a resolution 5-160 to add a time for prayer to the
senate agenda or time for personal
meditation.
Senate members said they were
concerned this would be a violation of church and state.
Justin Brinkmeyer said the
Supreme Court has ruled against
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Tuesday

Monday
6:00pm-7:00pm
6:05am-7:05am
M o r n i n g F i t n e s s Salsa
3:30pm-4:00pm
Abs

6:30pm-7:30
Aqua

4:00pm-5:00pm
Cardio Express

7:00pm-8:00pm
Rocket

4:00pm-5:00pm
Muscle Mania I
5:30pm-6:00pm
Abs

R e c r e a t i o n• Aerobic

this for many years.
“The past 40 years, the
Supreme Court has ruled against
organized prayer in public institutions,” Brinkmeyer said.
Liz Halbert, student vice president for public affairs said prayer
before the meeting might not be a
safe way to go.
“This might be a violation of
someone’s rights,” Halbert said.
“We come here to do business.”
Senate members said a time of
motivation might be a better idea.
Senate members discussed the idea
of reading a poem or saying the
Pledge of Allegiance could be a
better idea.
Student Body President Steve
Zielinski said senate members are
elected to do the job of the students
and a time of prayer or personal
mediation is not doing the job of
the students. “Come on , right now
this is a waste of time,... If student
senators want to do something to
bond us we can do that before the
meeting.”
Senate members also received
the resignation of Ricki JeanPierre. Jean-Pierre is the fifth senate member this semester to resign
from student senate.
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Wednesday

6:00pm-7:00pm 6:05am-7:05am 5:30pm-6:00pm
6:05am-7:05am
Morning Fitness Basic Box
Morning
Abs
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s
6:00pm-7:00pm
3:30pm-4:00pm
6:30pm-7:30
Abs
Aqua
3:30pm-4:00pm S i m p l y S t e p

7:00pm-8:00pm A b s
4:00pm-5:00pm
Creative Cardio P o w e r S t e p
4:00pm-5:00pm
8:00pm-0:00pm 4:00pm-5:00pm
8:00pm-9:00pm C a r d i o B o x i n g
Gloves Up
Muscle Mania II Cardio Line
5:00pm-5:30pm
Dancing
5:30pm-6:00pm
Muscle Mania I

7:00pm8:00pm
Cardio
Express

6:30pm7:30pmAqua

Abs

Thursday
6:05am-7:05am
5:00pm-5:30pm
Morning Fitness Muscle Mania II
3:30pm-4:00pm
Abs

5:30pm-6:00pm
Abs

4:00pm-5:00pm
Salsa

6:00pm-7:00pm
First Moves

6:30-7:30 Aqua

*5:00pm-6:00pm beginning February 22nd*
*Aqua aerobics is held in the Lantz Pool*
*All aerobic classes will be held in the Aerobic Room
*We welcome any comments or suggestions concerning our
Aerobic Program, please feel free to use our comment box located in the Aerobic Room.

Committee to search for new
director of financial aid
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor

A committee will soon be
established to aid in the search for
Eastern’s next director of financial
aid because of the retirement of the
current director.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of
enrollment management, said the
search committee will be established very soon and a committee
meeting should take place the following week.
Eastern’s next director of financial aid will replace John Flynn,
who is retiring from the position.
Flynn said he has served as the
director of financial aid since
1984.
Hohengarten said a tentative
schedule has been outlined for the
search.
“We are starting to advertise
(for the position) now,” he said.
He said the deadline to submit
applications is March 5 and interviews for the position are tentatively scheduled to begin the week
after spring break.
Hohengarten said he hopes a
candidate will be named for the
position by mid-April and the can-

didate will be able to start July 1.
When candidates are brought to
Eastern for on-campus interviews,
the candidates will participate in
several interview sessions with different groups and organizations on
campus, including an open interview session, Hohengarten said.
“There will always be an open
campus meeting,” he said.
Hohengarten said it will be up
to the committee to decide which
groups and organizations the candidates will meet with when they
are on campus for interviews.
Candidates for the position
must have a master’s degree and at
least 10 years experience in financial aid, with at least five years
experience at the managerial level.
According to the job description, candidates must have a thorough understanding of state and
federal financial aid programs,
knowledge of technology, experience with mainframe financial aid
software, knowledge of NCAA
Division I requirement and policies about financial aid and a collegiate leadership style.
Hohengarten said salary for the
position is negotiable depending
on the candidates’ qualifications.

We’ve Moved!
New location:
904 Lincoln
348-5206
Tanning: 6 weeks-$40
Toning: $30 a month
the daily eastern news
advertise.

Pinochet: Our man in Santiago
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Share the
wealth

A

pportionment Board members Thursday
approved a bylaw change that takes
complete control away from the AB
chair to declare a financial emergency.
This is a smart move on the AB’s part because
it allows the members to share the burden and vote
on the state of a financial emergency, instead of
giving one person complete control.
An emergency must be declared in order to
approve allocations that would force the AB
reserve account to fall below $100,000.
Last semester, AB Chair Mike Hansen declared
the approval of a $17,000 loan to help the
University Board compensate for past concert
losses, an emergency.
Financial Emergency
He alone forced the
The AB has wisely divided the
minimum requirement
power to declare a financial
for the reserve fund to
emergency among the entire
board.
dip below $100,000.
With the new bylaw change, the AB Chair can
still determine if there is an emergency, but the
request must be voted on by the board in order for
the emergency to be declared and the allocation
approved.
By making this decision, the AB has distributed
the power in important decision making and
allowed more input to be given before an emergency is declared. Allowing the balance of the
reserve account to fall below $100,000 is a big
decision and should not be put all on one person.
The AB also changed their bylaws last week to
include an additional voting member. In the past,
there have been two faculty voting members and
the change will allow another faculty member to
have a vote.
This is a positive change because the faculty
members can bring history and experience to the
board since many faculty members serve on the
board for several years. They have more background information on the issues than the typical
student member.
The approval of these two bylaws are good
ways to keep the “emergency declarations” under
control. Because with one person in control of
$100,000, there always seems to be money to
spread around.
editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

■ The

“

Today’s quote

There must be, not a balance of power, but a community of power; not organized rivalries, but an
organized common peace.
Woodrow Wilson,
28th president of the United States, 1856-1924

”

arranged a flight for Allende’s
t’s time for the United States
widow and family. Mexican
to own up to its part in
Chile’s history.
“Pinochet’s violent 1973 coup caused the print and television media carried pictures of Martinez
Last week the U.S. Justice
deaths of at least 3,000 Chileans –
Corbala and his aides pushing
Department began considering
casualties also of direct U.S. assistance.”
Chilean military personnel out
whether to seek extradition of
of the foyer of the embassy
former Chilean military dictawhere Chileans had been granttor Augusto Pinochet for the
Mercedes Lynn de Uriarte
ed asylum. They also covered
killing of four Americans more
Edelstam's safe conduct trips to
Journalism professor at the University of Texas
than 20 years ago during his
the airport escorting fleeing
strongman rule. Pinochet’s viorefugees.
lent 1973 coup, which overA year later, on the first anniversary of Allende’s
threw democratically elected President Salvador Allende,
assassination, an exhibit of political cartoons opened in
caused the deaths of at least 3,000 Chileans – casualties
Mexico City. All had been published in newspapers
also of direct U.S. assistance.
U.S. government and corporate leaders were so closely around the world during the week of the coup. Most
depicted U.S. corporate and official involvement in the
involved with the rise of Pinochet that bringing him trial
without implicating U.S. officials would require a judicial overthrow.
But throughout this period, the U.S. press practiced
sleight of hand.
Senator Frank Church’s 1975 Select Committee Report censorship by omission, failing to report responsibly to
taxpayers who footed the bill for covert action in Chile.
recorded much of the blueprint. It details U.S. subversion
Like a disowned relative whose faded photograph
of the Chilean government until Pinochet took power with
appears only in dusty family albums, Pinochet remains a
support of the Nixon administration. This includes “CIA
shadowy figure in U.S. news accounts. Few details of his
financed activities covering a broad spectrum, from simties to U.S. government and corporate organizations
ple propaganda ... to large specific projects,” and culmibefore, during and after the coup can be found.
nating in direct support of the military that overthrew
Today, the matter remains a distant, disassociated
Allende. The United States spent more than $10 million in
episode. But we need to come to terms with it.
Chile in the time between Allende’s election in 1970 and
As Washington throbs with partisan bickering over perthe coup.
sonal moral responsibility, Americans must confront the
Contrast the U.S. complicity in 1973 with the heroism
larger ethical implications of U.S. actions that claimed so
of other nations. Ambassadors Gonzalo Martinez Corbala
many lives.
of Mexico and Harald Edelstam of Sweden, for example,
risked their lives to rescue more than 1,000 Chilean civil■ Mercedes Lynn de Uriarte is a professor of journalism and
ians. They sheltered Chile’s citizens from the brutal miliLatin American Studies at the University of Texas. She is a fortary troops that spent days shooting them down or herding
mer assistant editor and writer at the Los Angeles Times.
people into the infamous sports stadium.
Uriarte is a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
Mexico’s President Luis Echeverria personally
Columns are the opinion of the author.

I

Cancer research positive move toward a cure

Viewpoint

Dr. Judah Folkman of the
Children’s Hospital in Boston has been
working on an experimental cancer
strategy. He hopes to wipe out cancerous tumors by cutting off their blood
supply using natural proteins.
Problems arose when the National
Cancer Institute was unable to duplicate Folkman’s results.
Folkman has been using the substances endostatin and angiostatin to
try to shrink the tumors in his experiments with lab mice.
Luckily for Folkman, scientists,
such as Harvard biologist Bjorn Olsen,
are standing behind his findings with
experiments of their own. Although
Olsen could not identically duplicate
the findings of Folkman, he developed
another test that had the same effects.
Olsen’s experiments seemed to
shrink aggressive brain tumors in rats.

Dr. Vikas Sukhatme, at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center in Boston,
found the substance endostatin could
suppress the growth to kidney tumors
in mice.
The National Cancer Institute in
Bethesda, Md. is still trying to reproduce Folkman’s findings.
Folkman’s experiments are a huge
breakthrough in cancer research,
although some researchers remain
skeptical. Any movement toward a
cure is positive. It’s reassuring, to cancer survivors as well as to the families
of those who have died, to know that
research continues to progress.
One day very soon, a cure for cancer will be found and families will no
longer have to suffer the wrath of the
disease.
Scientific experiments, such as

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

those done by Folkman and Olsen, are
the only means we have in attempting
to fight the killer that claims 4.8 million lives around the world each year.
EntreMed Inc., the company working on developing a human version of
endostatin, hopes to start human testing as early as next year.
Editorial from Western Courier printed
Nov. 16 and was re-printed with the permission of the newspaper.

■

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
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Off campus living vs. Residence Hall life

“

Although, more little tasks exist, which can be
referred to as chores, residents do not have to
worry about whether or not their guests are going
to need to use the restroom.

Heather Cygan
Managing editor
cuhlc2@pen.eiu.edu

“

Colette Guerdt
RHA president
cucg4@pen.eiu.edu

I don’t have to concern myself with a utility bill,
a water bill, a cable bill, garbage pick-up or grocery
shopping. Once I write that one check I’m finished.

”
Upon entrance to a new
way of living, referred to
as apartment life, I have
grown to fully appreciate
many non-tangible things.
Some of the new habits
and conveniences I have
become accustomed to
make it hard to believe I
actually shared a room
with a stranger and lived
by the university “mom
and dad” rules, regulations
and restrictions.
In fact, there are many
different aspects that make
apartment living more
comfortable and carefree
than residence hall life.
Although, more little tasks
exist, which can be
referred to as chores, residents do not have to worry
about whether or not their
guests are going to need to
use the restroom.
Unisex bathrooms are a
positive compliment to
apartment living, since
guests of the opposite sex
can escort themselves to
the bathroom facilities.

They can even bathe without contacting someone
from the other tower to let
them in the segregated
shower room.
Smoke from smoking
rooms also no longer
dwindles underneath the
door. All fragrances created in a single apartment
stay in that apartment.
Therefore, if the neighbors
are messy and have rotting
food, it’s their lovely home
atmosphere it affects. Take
note: the garbage chute
never gets plugged up, creates horrible odors or
attracts bugs, since the
dumpster is outside.
Tired of freezing in the
cold night air at a whims
notice after a false fire
alarm? The only fire alarm
that will ever force one
into the cold is the apartment signer’s personal fire
alarm. Take note again:
people of the opposite sex
visiting during non visitation hours, no longer must
hide in the closet while fire

”
alarms go off.
Since cafeteria foods
low-grade nature is the
biggest dorm dweller complaint, the topic can not be
ignored. The availability of
a kitchen adds to a much
more balanced and appetizing diet. Less take out is
also consumed because of
lack of food funding after
bills. Lastly, apartments
give each resident their
own personal space,
because whether or not
bedrooms are shared, there
is always the living room
to hang out in. The option
of alternative rooms makes
for more peaceful living
conditions.
Overall, living in an
apartment is almost like
becoming an apprentice to
the professor of life.
Throughout this
apprenticeship, the professor of life displays and
teaches an aspect that is
not necessarily required in
college courses – responsibility.

All too often, when
people think of living in
the residence halls, they
comment on restrictions.
When I think of living in the residence
halls, I get just the opposite impression.
Living in the residence halls is an experience unique only to college life. I think if many
students look back on
their time spent living in
the residence halls, they
would also see the freedom and opportunities
residence hall life
afforded them.
For me, the real freedom I get from living in

the residence halls is
peace of mind. I like
knowing that after I
write one check to the
University each semester
that all bills and expenses are paid.
I don’t have to concern myself with a utility bill, a water bill, a
cable bill, garbage pickup or grocery shopping.
Once I write that one
check I’m finished.
In addition to the
convenience of residence hall life, I think
about all the opportunities one can gain from
living in the residence
halls. Not only are there

huge arrays of social
opportunities one can
gain from living in the
residence halls, but long
time friendships. How
many people on this
campus are still good
friends with people from
their floor? Off-campus
life does not offer this
type of opportunity.
I think people should
think about all the benefits of on campus living,
before complaining
about too many rules.
On campus life may
not be perfect for everyone, but I think that its
benefits far outweigh its
drawbacks.

Heather Cygan is a sophomore journalism major and and managing editor
for The Daily Eastern News. Cygan has lived off-campus for one year.
Collette Guerdt is a senior history and social sciences major and Eastern’s
Residence Hall Association president. Guerdt has lived in Eastern’s residence halls for the past five years. All columns are the opinion of the
author.

MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

RENTAL SUPERMARKET
BRITTANY RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES

GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO

SCREAM &
SHOUT?

1 BEDROOM APTS
2 BEDROOM APTS
3 BEDROOM APTS

NOW YOU KNOW WHAT

Campus Rentals is on the We b

www.campus-rentals.com
345-3100

Apartments near EIU

YOU NEED TO
DO,
ONE AD IN THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS

EFFICIENCIES

WILL MAKE MONEY

GROUP HOUSES FOR

FOR YOU!

3-5

Showing by appointment 5 days a
week, from 10 to 4. Call 345-4489
from 9-5 to set an appointment.

•Apts for 2,3,
or 4 people
•Plenty of
Free Parking

1512 A Street, Charleston, IL
345-4489
Jim Wood, Broker
Independantly Owned and Operator

•24 hour
Maintenance

HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!

•Laundry
Facilities
•Central Air

otis M.

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

New program helps Illinois
college student with costs
Families can establish payment plans for tuition, fees
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor

Individuals interested in planning in advance for their children’s
education can now do so through a
program designed to save money
for college.
The Illinois Prepaid Tuition
Program, which was established
last year and administered by the
Illinois
Student
Assistance
Commission, allows families to set
up various payment plans to pay
for tuition and mandatory fees.
According to the College
Illinois! website, the program
allows families to “lock in future
tuition and fee costs at today’s
prices.”
“This program is an effective
way for families to save money.
Plus, it’s an investment,” said
Asagai Wilson, a customer service representative at the Illinois
Prepaid Tuition Program.
Wilson said the cost of the
program is based on a number
of factors, including current
costs, analysis of tuition growth
rates, investments and the total
number of years the student is
in school.
There also are tax advantages to
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the program, Wilson said.
Earnings recorded on an individual’s contract are exempt from
state taxes and it does not affect the
State of Illinois financial aid.
The program does not cover
room and board, transportation,
cost-specific optional fees, books
and lab fees.
Wilson said the program has
been successful so far.
“There are tax advantages. It’s
flexible and the money can be used
for public or private universities in
Illinois or anywhere else in the
United States,” she said.
Eligibility for the program also
is flexible. To qualify for the program, an individual must be a resident of Illinois for 12 months
before applying; non-residents of
Illinois can purchase the program
for a beneficiary who lives in
Illinois and corporations and companies can purchase the tuition
program for a beneficiary who
lives in Illinois, according to the
website.
If an individual no longer
wants to participate in the program, it is possible to get out of
the contract prior to using it,
according to the website.
Also, the name of the beneficia-

“

This program is an effective
way for families to save
money. Plus, it’s an investment.

!

E!
E
FR

UB Special FRE
E!!
Events Presents
HYPNOTIST
JIM WARD

Thursday, January 21, 1999
8:00pm in the
University Ballroom

- Asagai Wilson,
customer service representative
at the Illinois Prepaid Tuition
Program

”

ry can be transferred between family members. Individuals can cancel the program for a fee if they no
longer want it.
According to the website, the
contract must be in effect for three
years before it is used, so individuals are encouraged to begin the
program when their children are
young.
Wilson said there are 19 states
using the Prepaid Tuition Program
which is offered between Oct. 15
and Jan. 31, 1999.
Anyone with questions or
would like a brochure should
contact
Prepaid
Tuition
Program at (877) 877-3724 or
contact their website at
www.collegeIllinois.com

Start placing your ads in the Spring Break Guide, due out February.
You’ll be glad you did.

New Hours:
Mon.-Thur.
4pm-2am
F-S 11am-2:30am
Sun. 11am-1am

(formerly known as Topper’s Pizza)
215 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston

Specials for 1/21-1/24

$6.99

$11.99

large 1 topping

two large 1 topping

HUGE

20 inch 1 topping

11.85

Try our lasagna with free garlic bread
for only $5.00

hot wings, cheese
sticks, salads, and sandwiches
We also have

348-5454
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Retailers outline plans for Charleston AB to discuss $100,000
from activity fee increase
By Christy Kilgore
City editor

Charleston
downtown-area
retailers Wednesday said the post
office and a downtown area civic
center are top priorities at a meeting designed to present ideas to
Charleston’s Comprehensive Plan
Steering Committee.
Jim Klausmeier of Pflum,
Klausmeier and Gehrum, the firm
contacted to help complete the
plan, presented possible plans for
an updated downtown area spanning from just north of the Square
to the Town Branch south of the
Square.
One concept plan included layouts for a downtown plaza, new
City Hall, new civic center, public
library expansion and a pedestrian
mall.
Another plan presented ideas
for Square improvements, including decorative pavement, decorative street lights, landscape
improvements and planters; a

pedestrian mall; an enhanced
green belt park area running along
the Town Branch; the enhancement of corridors between downtown and Eastern’s campus including decorative street lights and
street trees; three alternatives to
civic center development spanning
from Fourth to Sixth streets east to
west and Jackson to Harrison
avenues north to south; Fifth Street
improvements with a focal point;
three possible layouts for expansion of the current post office location; a northern downtown gateway; and tree installation.
The civic center alternatives all
included an auditorium, indoor
swimming pool, recreation building, meeting space and surrounded
the current public library.
The estimated $8 million construction is interspersed with trees
and walkways and adjoins the possible green way park area stretching alongside the Town Branch.
“These are just ideas at this
point,” Klausmeier said, people in

Charleston need to generate ideas
for the future.
“The community needs to have
a dream to work toward,” said
Klausmeier. “We make plans as
individuals and we should do that
for the community.”
The group exchanged ideas
concerning retail businesses and
parking.
“We do want the retail to survive,” said Tanya Wood, owner of
the Lincoln Book Shop on the
Square.
Other attendees expressed
doubt as to whether the square can
support retail business, citing the
short life of establishments that
have come and gone so quickly
because of competition like WalMart.
“The downtown is not going to
compete with Wal-Mart and bigbox stores,” Klausmeier said, but
together, retail on the Square
could become a “shopping destination” like a mall or shopping
district.

Assessment plan to improve quality of graduates
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor

Eastern’s Student Outcomes
Assessment Plan may undergo
some revisions in order to improve
the quality of students graduating
from the university.
Teshome Abebe, vice president
for academic affairs, said faculty
members are the only people at
Eastern who are held accountable
for the quality of students graduating, and they should be considered
in refining the assessment plan.
Abebe said the degree to which
the assessment program will be
refined will be determined by the
committee working on the assessment plan.
The committee will be made up
of members from the General
Education Assessment Committee

and the Council on Academic
Affairs, he said. Abebe will not
serve on the committee.
“What I prefer is a committee
that is manageable,” Abebe said.
Abebe said he identified the
need for the refinement of the
assessment plan upon arriving at
Eastern.
“When I arrived here … one of
the things I did was try to understand the institution and try to talk
to people and find out what’s on
their mind,” Abebe said.
He said the conversations with
faculty and staff helped him realize
what the faculty wanted from an
assessment plan.
“Given the input that I had, I felt
we needed to bring cohesiveness,
symmetry and delineation of
action,” Abebe said.
He said through his conversa-

tion with the faculty and staff, he
discovered the assessment plan
was not accepted by the faculty at
large and was in need of some
changes.
Any changes made to the
assessment plan will be left up to
the committee working on the
assessment plan, Abebe said.
He said he has requested the
committee to identify any changes
that need to be made to the assessment plan by the end of April and
start working on implementing the
changes sometime after that.
Some issues the committee will
assess include: how students are
learning, if the information and
knowledge students are seeking is
being provided by Eastern and
whether the major programs are
doing what they are supposed to
do.

By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

The Apportionment Board
Thursday will discuss how the
additional $100,000 that will be
available after the activity fee
increase should be divided up
among the five fee-funded boards.
The AB will meet at 6 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
During spring semester 1998,
the Student Senate passed a bill to
allow a $5 fee increase to take
effect fall semester 1999 and
another $5 fee increase in the fall
semester of 2000.
Over the next two years, this fee
increase will add an additional

$100,000 to the student activity
fee.
AB members will meet to discuss the best way to divide this
money up among the five fee-funded boards.
“We have an idea of where it
should go,” AB chair Mike Hansen
said.
Hansen said the fee-funded
boards should see a substantial
increase in the money they receive
because of the fee increase.
Hansen said in the past, the
sports and recreation board
received $115,125, the University
Board received $121,945, the AB
received $39,725, Student Senate
received $21,596 and the Dramatic
Performance Board received
$11,380.

Hypnotist performance moved
to Grand Ballroom in Union
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor

The location of hypnotist Jim
Wand’s performance has been
moved to the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union to accommodate
more students.
Tamie Pice, student life graduate assistant, said the show was
originally scheduled in the
Buzzard Hall Auditorium, but the
auditorium cannot accommodate
the expected 200 audience members. The Grand Ballroom can fit
about 600 students.

Wand’s performance is today at
8 p.m., but people will start being
seated at 7 p.m. The seating is first
come first serve.
Wand brings about 30 volunteers to the stage and hypnotizes
them to do “wacky” things, but
the good thing is you won’t
remember the embarrassment,
Pice said.
“I made guys think they were
beautiful women in a beauty
pageant and women think they
were WWF wrestlers,” Wand previously said.
This will be Wand’s sixth performance at Eastern.

The Verge is looking for writers.
Call Jessica or Alice at 2812.
They’ll like you.

Tarble to host art courses
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor

The Tarble Arts Center is offering spring classes for preschoolers
to adults ranging in topics from
Peruvian back-strap weaving to
painting and portrait drawing.
The classes will begin Feb.16 at
the Tarble Arts Center.
There are two scheduled classes
for children titled “Color is
Everywhere” and “Adventures in
Art.”
Terry Hyder, communication
programmer for the dean of the
College of Education and
Professional Studies, is teaching
the preschool course “Color is
Everywhere.”
“The kids come to learn all about
colors and art mediums,” she said.
The children learn the basic colors, the color wheel and how to create colors, Hyder said.
Hyder taught preschool for 15
years and said she knows how to
keep the children’s attention for an
hour. She said she adds different
things to the class like turning the
children into maestros and magi-
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cians by having them wave their
paint brushes to music or scribble
white chalk and reveal their magic
scribblings with red paint.
Hyder said her last class was
great because it was culturally
diverse.
“The kids have a lot of fun,” she
added.
The second class for children,
“Adventures in Art,” is for six to
eight-year-olds and deals with two
and three-dimensional art projects
like clay and wire sculptures, making masks and making decorations
said a press release.
“The Real You” is one of four
classes scheduled for youths to
adults and is for people ages 12 and
older.
Noel Cummins, student services
press technician, is instructing the
course. He said the approach of the
class is to do a self portrait that is
more than a picture, which includes
interests and anything adding to the
person’s personality.
The class will work from photographs and preliminary drawings
and anything the student wants to
add to the layout, Cummins said.

He wants people to learn a little
about design and a little about
themselves, like how they see
themselves personally rather than
how peers and the public see them,
Cummins said. He wants students
to show their interests from comic
books to gardening, whatever says,
“this is the real me,” he continued.
Other youth to adult classes
include “Peruvian Back-Strap
Weaving,” a course designed to create brightly weaved scarfs or yarn
products, a press release said.
Other courses are “Introduction to
Bead Weaving,” which makes
necklaces and beaded jewelry and
“Artist’s Books” a course that creates a hard cover journal.
There are three adult classes
including “Poetry of Line” a combination of art history and actual
studio exercises; “Reliquaries,” a
class taking a photo and transferring it into a clay object, and
“Quilting: Back to Basics Plus,” a
course for beginning quilters; all
adult classes are for adults 15 years
old and up, a press release said.
The classes offered vary in
times and fees.

RHA to hold
VP elections
By Meghan McMahon
Staff editor

The Residence Hall Association
today will conduct elections to fill
a vacancy for the position of vice
president of the RHA.
The meeting will begin at 5
p.m. in the lobby of McKinney
Hall.
RHA
president
Collette
Guerdet said Colleen Shanahan is
the current vice president but is
stepping down from the position.
Shanahan previously said she is
stepping down from the position
because she wants to devote more
time to her academic studies.
Shanahan has served as the
RHA vice president for one
semester, Guerdet said.
The vice president position will
carry for a one year term.
Other issues will be discussed
at the meeting, but Guerdet said
she was unsure of what those
would be.

Crashing prices at the pump hurting oil patch economies
PAWHUSKA, Okla. (AP) – It’s
a frightening sign for folks in the
nation’s oil patch: A gallon of gasoline around here costs 79 cents, less
than the bottled water on gas station shelves.
“In towns like ours throughout
Oklahoma, either a brother, a sister,
a mother, father, aunt, uncle –
somebody works in oil,” said
William Ricketts, the public works
director in Pawhuska. ”If it goes

much lower, everything will come
to a standstill.’’
The same fear can be heard
from Louisiana to Alaska. With oil
prices at some of their lowest levels
since the Depression, jobs are disappearing, businesses are folding
and states have less money to spend
on citizens who need more.
In Oklahoma, where the governor has called a special legislative
session beginning today to consider

$29 million in tax relief for the
industry, spending on everything
from welfare and Medicaid to prisons and roads may have to be cut.
“Instead of tightening our belt
another notch, we may have to go
another couple of notches,” said
state Sen. Kelly Haney, chairman
of the Appropriations Committee.
“It’s not going to be easy or comfortable, but we really don’t have
any other choice.”

ARE YOU READY??
CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR
IS IN 2 WEEKS!!!!
Thursday, February 4th
9:30am-2:30 pm
University Union Ballrooms
(Please Note Location Change)

Over 130 employers attending!!
A program listing employers and their available positions can be picked up at
Career Services, SSB-Room 13 on Friday, January 29 or view our website,
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu for a list of attendees.

DON’T DELAY!
PREPARE YOUR RESUME NOW!!!
Career Services
ssb-Room 13 581-2412

How Sweet It Is !
Send the FTD
Sweet Surprise
Bouquet
For sweet endings,
sweet beginnings and
everything in between.
A fun way to say just
about everything!
From

$

27

95

Noble Flower & Gift Shop
Advertise.

503 Jefferson - 345-7007

Gas that sells for 70 to 80 cents a
gallon in Oklahoma is a blessing for
drivers but a curse for independent
oil producers like Dean Eyler. He
has laid off all six of his employees,
shut down 15 wells and is beginning to sell assets to stay afloat.
Like others here in Pawhuska,
50 miles northwest of Tulsa, he’s
not sure anyone out there cares.
“I feel like we have subsidized
the rest of the economy,” he said.

Wmoney’s
hen your

running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News’
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

ATTENTION!
ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
is provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.
______________________5/4
AVAILABLE NOW! Individuals
to do intermittent in-home care
for children/adults with disabilities in COLES, CUMBERLAND,
and
DOUGLAS
counties.
Primarily evenings, and weekends. Excellent second job.
Send resume or apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.
______________________2/5
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required.
Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________5/4
MAKE
A
DIFFERENCE.
Whoever said “going to work”
had to be boring and ordinary?
Heritage
Residential
Alternatives offers a new and
rewarding experience working
with individuals with developmental disabilities. Your concern can make a difference
while you make excellent pay!!
FT/PT positions available now!
Life/Health/Dental/401K for FT
and competitive starting salary,
flexible scheduling. HABILITATION
AIDES/CNA’S
P.T.
ASSISTANT, ACTIVITY AIDES,
NURSES/LPN’S. 2nd and 3rd
shifts, Flex time available, Full
training including state certification. $6.80-8.61 per hour. Send
resume or applications to:
Human Resources, 738 18th
St., Charleston, IL 61920.
Walk-Ins welcome, EOE. “All
things are possible to those who
believe.”
_____________________1/22
Full Time/Part Time positions
available to motivated, organized people interested in working in a 16 bed group home
serving individuals who have
developmental
disabilities.
Looking for a midnight to eight,
Medical Unity Director and
Activity Director. Requires a
H.S. diploma or GED. Apply in
person at 910 17th street or call
345-2922. Ask for Scott.
_____________________1/21

Team
oriented,
energetic
housekeeping/janitorial company seeks mature, serious people. Flexible hours. Above average pay available. Call Peggy
@ 345-6757.
_____________________1/21
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800932-0528 x65. www.ocmconcepts.com
_____________________4/12
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME!
$500 - $4,000 P/T or F/T per
month. Training provided. ultimatesuccess.com or 800-2283661.
_____________________1/25
Summer Jobs! COME TO NEW
HAMPSHIRE FOR THE SUMMER! 6/20 - 8/19. Outstanding
brother/sister sports camps on
Lake Winnipesaukee (near
Boston, Main Coast, NH White
Mountains) seek skilled counselors for land sports, water
sports, and the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation
paid. Call us, or apply at our
internet sites: Boys: www.winaukee.com;
800-791-2018;
Girls - www.robindel.com; 888860-1186.
______________________2/1
Hope House and Arcola CILA
are looking for people to work
as hab aides in group home and
residential setting. Shifts available, 3 - 9 pm M - Sun, 10 - 6, 8
- 4, 3 - 11 Sat. - Sun. You can
apply at 106 E. 2nd South
Street Mon - Fri. 9 - 11 am or 5
- 7 pm. Drive up and meet
some of our residents! Must be
18.
_____________________1/25
LPN’s needed in home with 5
developmentally
disabled
adults. Morning, evening and
weekend part-time hours available. Apply at 106 E. 2nd South
Street, Arcola, M - F 9 - 11 am.
or 5 -7 pm.
_____________________1/25
Housekeepers Wanted! Hope
House and Arcola CILA need
someone
to
fill
housekeeper/hab aide position.
Hours are 5:30 - 11:30 at Hope,
5:30 - 10 at CILA. Apply at 106
E. 2nd South Street, Arcola M F 9 - 11 am or 5 - 7 pm.
_____________________1/25

Accepting Applications for
rewarding experience working
with children. The Graywood
Foundation is seeking individuals with integrity and enthusiasm to work with special children
in
their
homes.
Opportunities for advancement,
internships, and experience in
your field of study, or to begin
your career.
Mattoon and
Charleston sites available
Second and Third shifts.
Weekday and Weekends available. $6.80-8.83/hr. Part Time.
Apply at 1550 Douglas Drive
Suite 206 Chas. 8a-5p.
_____________________1/22
ATTENTION EIU STUDENTS!!
We are looking for enthusiastic
students with good communication skills to raise money for
College/University
Annual
Funds. Evening hours, SundayThursday 7-11p.m. $6.00 per
hour, paid training.
Great
resume builder. Come join our
positive work environment! Call
Sara at 217-345-1303 for a
phone interview.
_____________________1/22
SPRING BREAK 99! Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica. Travel Free
and make lots of Cash! Top
reps are offered on-site staff
jobs. All-Inclusive Deals, 32
hours FREE Drinks. Special
Discounts up to $100 per person. Lowest price Guaranteed.
Call
now
for
details!
www.classtravel.com 800/8386411.
_____________________1/21
12 CNA’s needed immediately
for full time 2nd and 3rd shift
positions. Excellent Benefits
package includes life, health,
401k and dental. Highly competitive starting salary. PART
TIME ALSO AVAIL. Apply @
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.
_____________________1/22

Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses
and brand new 2 bedroom
apartments. Close to campus.
Call 348-5032.
______________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
______________________5/4
710 Buchanan - 1/2 block north
of campus. 3 bedroom furnished for 5 - 6 students. Call
345-8547.
_____________________1/22
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry,
low utilities, available Fall and
Spring ‘99/00 (also available
Summer ‘99). $205 per bedroom, 10 or 12 month lease, 6
blocks north of Hardee’s, phone
Dawn at 345-8893.
______________________2/8
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS!
1611 9th Street. One girl needed for spring semester. Newly
redecorated apartment completely furnished. 2 garage
spaces also available for spring.
Call 345-7136.
______________________5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR 1999 2000 SCHOOL YEAR! 1611
9th Street. 1 block east of Old
Main, completely furnished.
Heat & garbage included. 9
month individual lease. Call
345-7136.
______________________5/4
Available Spring Semester - 2
bedroom close to campus.
Washer/Dryer.
No
pets!
$400/month. Call 345-5037.
_____________________1/22
AVAIL. NOW, BRAND NEW
3BD DUPLEX For Spring
Semester, has all the amenities,
water and trash paid. $750/mo.
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
AVAIL AUG, 2 BD 1 1/2 BATH
FURN APT. 12 mo. lease, trash
paid, free laundry facility. 1017
Woodlawn. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
1 BR large furnished apt. located at 743 6th Street nice! Also
available large 2 BR Apt. Avail
now. Call 581-7729 or 3456127. $355 per mo.
______________________5/4
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2
PERSONS.
FURNISHED
$440/MONTH.
1 BLOCK
NORTH OF O’BRIEN FIELD.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
______________________5/4

ALL UTILITIES PAID! 1 BR
Apts. avail. FALL 99. NO
PETS! NO PARTIES! $385.
345-6759 Leave Message.
______________________5/4

1 & 2 bedroom apartment. 3, 4,
& 5 bedroom houses. 11 & 12
month leases. Trash, washer &
dryers. No pets. 345-4602.
_____________________1/29
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Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Adoption
Happily married Christian couple of ten years seeking open
adoption. Stay home mom, professional dad. We will cherish
you forever and give your baby
unconditional love. Call Becki
or Mike collect at 309-833-3377
or Theresa, our attorney at 309692-1087.
_____________________1/25
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
___________________OO/HA

CampusClips
TRIO/STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES. Tutor Training on Jan. 21,
1999 from 6:00p.m.-8:00p.m. in Coleman Hall.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA. Formal Informational on Jan. 21, 1999 at the
African-American Cultural Center. Serious Inquires Only.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS. First meeting of the
semester on Jan. 21, 1999 at 6:00p.m. in the Effingham Room (Third
Floor of Union). Old & New Members Welcome!
MISS BLACK EIU COMMITTEE. Meeting on Jan. 21, 1999 at
6:00p.m. in the Paris Room. All members expected to be there.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON. Mandatory Meeting on Jan. 21, 1999 at
6:00p.m. in the Buzzard 2441. Mandatory meeting for all members.
All faculty are invited to attend.
INDIGO. Auditions for Spring Play on Jan. 21, 1999 at 8:30p.m. at
the Rathskeller. Bring your creative juices.
NSSLHA (NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH LANGUAGE HEARING
ASSOCIATION). Hearing Screening on Sat. Jan. 23, 1999 from 102 p.m. at the Clinical Services Building. A free hearing screening.
Hearing screening and information regarding preventative strategies,
hearing loss, & more is available. For more info contact 581-2712.
HEALTH ED. RESOURCE CENTER. HIV/AIDS & Sexual
Responsibility Awareness Planning Committee on Jan. 21, 1999 at
5:00p.m. in the Oakland Room. All welcome for more info contact
581-7786.
HAITI CONNECTION. Meeting on Jan. 21, 1999 at 7:00p.m. at the
Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Jan. 21, 1999 at
12:05p.m. at the Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is on the
corner of 9th & Lincoln.
BETA ALPHA PSI. Bowlathon on Jan. 21, 1999 at 6:00p.m. at the
Union Bowling Alley.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Contemporary Christian Music Bible
Study on Jan. 21, 1999 at 7:00p.m. at Wesley Foundation across 4th
from Lawson. Learn more about the Bible and your Faith through
the study of Music and how we relate to it.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Pancakes & Passages Fri. Jan. 22, 1999
from 7:00-7:45a.m. at the Wesley Foundation across from 4th from
Lawson. A weekly breakfast gathering to discuss selected Bible passages and one’s journey in the Christian faith.
BACCHUS. Meeting Jan. 21, 1999 at 7:00p.m. in the Greenup
Room in the Union. Execs meet at 6:30p.m. Note the room change.
BACCHUS. Condom Bingo on Jan. 21, 1999 at 7:30p.m. in the
Greenup Room. Come join us & enjoy our event for the night.
R.O.T.C. Lab on 21 Jan 98 at 1200hrs and 1330hrs at 1200 Gallery,
1330 McAfee. Weapons D & C Instruction. Uniform: BDU’s, boots,
soft cap, field jacket, pen paper, gloves. MS III’s include: pencil,
TACSOP, and leaders guide.
PHI ALPHA ETA. Meeting on Jan. 26, 1999 at 6:00p.m. at the
Union Walkway. Call 6718 if you cannot attend, (attendance is
mandatory).
ECON CLUB. 1st meeting of the semester on Jan. 21, 1999 at
5:45p.m. in Coleman 207.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Baseball predicted to finish second in OVC
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer

Even with the Ohio Valley
Conference baseball season a
month away, the Panthers are
already receiving recognition.
According to Baseball America,
Eastern, the defending OVC regular-season champion, is predicted
to finish second in the OVC behind
Southeast Missouri, and also put
four players on the preseason AllConference team.
Senior center fielder Sean Lyons
and juniors Mark Tomse (first baseman), Matt Gage (pitcher) and Matt
Marzec (third baseman) were all
named to the team, but Panther
head coach Jim Schmitz said the
players are not just content with
getting the honor.
“Those players would rather
have a conference championship
rather than an individual honor,”
Schmitz said.
Gage was also one of only four
OVC players to be named top
prospects, which means he will

most likely have pro scouts watching him pitch.
“He’s our No. 1 pitcher so he’ll
be battling all the top teams,”
Schmitz said. “He had a little arm
trouble for us at the end of last season, but he’s been pitching super for
us.”
Schmitz said he was not disappointed with the team’s secondplace prediction.
“We don’t spend time looking at
preseason,” he said. “We’re new to
the league and if year in and year
out we prove to be in the top area
then I would not be disappointed.”
Schmitz will need all of the help
and great pitching he can get, as he
scheduled 17 straight road games to
begin the season.
The Panthers don’t have an easy
non-conference schedule this season, as they are facing three teams
Baseball America predicted to win
their conference and six teams that
are predicted to make it to the
NCAA’s.
Schmitz said the main reason for
having the tough schedule this sea-

son was because of the experience
of his squad. Schmitz will be
returning six starters to the team
this season in hopes of winning the
OVC Tournament.
“The seniors are experienced
leaders and will not get upset if we
begin in the hole in terms of wins
and losses,” he said. “This schedule
will really favor an experienced
team. We would not play this type
of schedule next year with only
freshman and sophomores.”
On Feb. 26, Eastern begins the
season against its only preseason
top 25 ranked opponent of the season, Arkansas.
Eastern traveled to Fayetteville
last year and was able to take one of
three games from the ranked
Razorbacks.
“Most of the players played
Arkansas last year, so it won’t be a
case of us being in awe of
Arkansas,” Schmitz said.
A rivalry will continue on March
10 when Eastern travels to Terre
Haute, Ind. to take on Indiana State,
which was ranked as the 54th best

team in the nation and predicted to
finish second in a tough Missouri
Valley Conference.
As part of the 17-game road
swing to begin the season, the
Panthers will have to travel east for
a seven-game stretch when they
face Winthrop University for five
games and Coastal Carolina for two
games. These two teams are predicted to finish first and second in
the Big South Conference, with
Coastal Carolina making the
NCAA Tournament.
Schmitz said he wouldn’t be disappointed if the team came out of
the swing with a .500 record, and
said the team should react the same
way.
“Winning does boast confidence, but if we want to be an
NCAA team we have to play other
NCAA teams to evaluate our ability,” Schmitz said.
And if you add in the fact
Eastern will be playing Illinois
(predicted No. 36 and to finish second in Big 10), Illinois State (predicted No. 73 in ) and Butler (pre-

dicted to win the Midwest
Collegiate Conference), things
won’t come easy for the defending
OVC regular season champions.
“We play the same non-conference opponents all the time,”
Schmitz said. “We play Illinois
teams and teams in the MVC, and
we will continue to do so whether
they’re ranked 54th or fourth.”
After playing the tough nonconference schedule, Eastern
should be ready to defend its OVC
regular season title on March 20-21
at Middle Tennessee. This will be
the first of three straight conference
road weekends for the Panthers.
Following
the
trip
to
Murfreesboro, the Panthers have a
weekend series at Southeast
Missouri, who was the 1998 OVC
tournament champion and is predicted to win the OVC again this
season.
Repeating as regular-season
champions will not be an easy task
this season, as the OVC was ranked
the 20th toughest conference in the
nation.
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For Rent

For Rent

Sublessors

Travel

For Sale

Announcements

DORM SIZE FRIG as low as
$25.00 for Spring Semester.
348-7746.
______________________5/4
7/8 persons for large 2 story
home,
furnished
plus
washer/dryer. 1 block north of
O’Brien field. Call Howard 3487653.
______________________5/4
For Rent - Condos Oceanside.
$313-320.
$320-$327.
Pompano Beach, FL 345-3306.
_____________________1/26
Girls very large furnished house
for 7 on first St. No pets. 3455048 9-5p.m.
_____________________1/22
3 Bedroom apts. 1125 4th St. &
1426 9th St. $230 per month,
per person. call 345-6621.
______________________5/4
Girls 1, 2, & 3 bedroom furnished Apt. walking distance to
school. No pets. 345-5048 9-5
p.m.
_____________________1/22
Spring ‘99 - On Square 3 or 4
people, Loft, 2 Bedroom sky
light. Heat, water, & trash $215
each. 348-7733.
_____________________1/21
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
______________________5/4
APARTMENTS!! 2 or 3 bedrooms for fall. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS at 345-3100 between
3-9p.m.
See our website:
www.campus-rentals.com.
_____________________1/29
Brittany Ridge Fall 1999. 10 mo
lease. 5 person. Stove, Ref.,
Washer & Dryer. $220 per mo.
per person. 345-9355.
_____________________1/22
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments. Furnished, trash pick
up, close to campus. 3 bedroom
House next to park available for
the 1999 - 2000 school year.
Call 349-8824, leave message.
_____________________2/19
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedroom apts. &
houses available. Furnished,
trash & water included. Very
clean. Almost new. Call 3480819 and leave message.
_____________________1/22
3 bedroom apartments. Extra
nice. Very large near campus.
Phone 345-9258 after noon or
345-2416 anytime.
_____________________1/22
Four bdrm House for Group
Rental. Available for Fall ‘99.
$1,125/mo. Adequate for four to
six occupants. 12 month lease.
Located at 503 Harrison. Call
897-6266.
_____________________1/22

Close to campus. 3 bedroom, 2
bath. 1223 3rd. Fall ‘99 for 4
people. 345-7530.
_____________________1/26
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS.
AVAILABLE.
CALL OLDETOWNE. 345-6533.
______________________5/4
Atrium 3 BR Apts. Only 3
Blocks from Campus. Just a
few left. 345-5022.
______________________5/4
Best value 2 bedroom newly
furnished apt, $250 each,
garbage included.
10 mo.
lease. 4 bedroom house furnished at 1520 11th, $180 each.
2 bedroom house furnished
plus pool table, $250 each.
348-0288
_____________________1/21
Single Apt. on Charleston
Square $275 includes gas,
water, trash. Dave 345-2171
9a.m.-11a.m.
_____________________1/29
POTEETE Rentals. 345-5088.
Tired of being cramped in a
dorm? How about a nice big
house or Apt. for next year. We
have a house for 2 to 7 people
Apt. for 1 to 4 people. Nice
clean places call now they won’t
last long.
_____________________1/29
4 Bedroom house for rent for
next year. 1919 9th St. Need 2
male roommates. Page (800)
412-5519 for appt. Will show
Saturday.
_____________________1/22
2-4 Bedroom House for rent
$200/mo. per person. For 992000 year. Page (800) 4125519 for appt.
Will show
Saturday.
_____________________1/22
2 BR apartment. All utilities
paid. NO PETS!! NO PARTIES!! 11 1/2 month lease.
$470/month. 345-6759. Leave
a message.
______________________5/4
For lease - Large 3 bedroom
furnished apts. for 1999 - 2000
school year. Call 345-3664
after 4:00 pm.
______________________2/1
New 3 BR House 2-story, 1 1/2
bath. Close to Campus. 3455022.
______________________5/4

Sublessor needed. Own bedroom, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
______________________3/15
Sublessors needed. 2 bedroom
apartment, rent negotiable. 1112
Division #1. Open immediately.
Call Jim Wood at C-21 Wood
Real Estate at 345-4489.
______________________1/29
SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
2
bedroom Apt. available for Spring
99. Call 345-4019.
______________________1/22
Sublessor needed. 1 bedroom
Apt.
Near the Square.
Water/Trash paid. Call 348-5213
after 6:00p.m.
______________________1/21

SPRING
BREAK-LAST
CHANCE to “Break with the
Best”!! Join us in Cancun,
Jamaica, Mazatlan, or S. Padre.
Prices from $399. SAVE $200 +
get FREE Meals & Parties.
1.800.SURFS.UP. www.studentexpress.com.
_____________________2/23

1986 Nissan Pulasar, Sun Roof,
104,000 miles, excellent body
and mechanical, $2400. Phone
895-3260.
_____________________1/27
ALL MARY-KAY COSMETICS
50% OFF. 345-5519.
_____________________1/22

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WELCOME BACK TO THE
WARMTH OF TROPI-TAN. 10
TANS $25. 348-8263.
_____________________1/29
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing
classes for Spring 1999 semester. To apply, come to the Art
Office, Fine Arts 216.
_____________________1/27
CONDOM BINGO!! Thursday
night, 7:30 in the Greenup
Room of the Union Sponsored
by BACCHUS.
_____________________1/21
YOGA/STRETCH,
Step,
Aerobics, Ballet, Tap, Jazz &
Modern Dance. All Levels, All
Ages. JACQUELINE BENNETT
DANCE CENTER 345-7182.
_____________________1/29
CALLIOPE COURT - REMODELING SALE - 25% OFF
TAPESTRIES, WIND CHIMES,
CANDLES, TRINKET BOXES,
FRAMES, DRIED FLOWERS.
706
JACKSON,
CHARLESTON.
RIDE THE
BUS TO THE SQUARE!
_____________________1/21

Sublessors
NEED SUBLESSOR FOR
HOUSE ON 6TH ST. H20, &
ELECTRIC INCL.
VERY
NEGOTIABLE. CALL DANNY.
345-8283.
_____________________1/26

Lost & Found
Found: Pair of glasses outside
physical
science
building.
Contact
geology/geography
dept. Rm. 3221 physical science
or call 2626.
______________________1/22
Found: Ladies watch in parking
lot next to tennis courts across
from Coleman Hall. Please call
to claim. 581-2386.
______________________1/22

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

For Sale
Color Monitor 14”, Ink Jet
Printer, 600 3EP Plus Scanner,
Packard Bell 200 MHZ w/32
RAM 16 x’s speed C.D. Rom.
$699. 348-1107.
_____________________1/21
Home for sale, Charleston,
close to campus, 3 bedroom, 2
bath,
newer
construction,
$105,000, 345-0175.
_____________________1/29
For Sale: Compaq Computer &
printer. $350 o.b.o. Call 3487677.
_____________________1/27
Harmon/Kardon 50
watt
auto/video receiver $300 o.b.o.
345-5382.
_____________________1/25

Personals
Amanda Galbreath of Tri Sigma.
Congrats on receiving Lambda
Chi’s Crescent girl! Love, your
sisters.
_____________________1/21
Elizabeth Rayhill of Kappa
Delta.
Congrats on your
engagement to Kevin Kyburz
from U of I. Your day finally
came. Love in AOT- Erica &
Liz
_____________________1/21

Announcements
30% OFF All merchandise at
Dale Bayles on Campus.
Wednesday & Thursday. Hours
10-5.
_____________________1/21

BY MIKE PETERS
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Ranked Purdue visits Eastern Women use slow
Three marquee
week for recovery
match-ups
headline card
By Chad Merda
Sports editor

The No. 17 ranked Purdue
Boilermaker wrestling team makes
its way to Lantz Gym at 7 p.m.
tonight to take on a 2-2 Eastern
squad.
Purdue is 11-2 in dual meets this
season while the Panthers are coming off a weekend loss to No. 24
Northern Iowa.
“The guys understand where
they’re at and what they need to
do,” Eastern coach Ralph
McCausland said. “We made some
adjustments this week and hopefully it will payoff.”
That payoff has the potential for
being a big one – not only in the
form of a dual meet win – but also
with three marquee matchups pinning nationally-ranked wrestlers
against each other.
No. 15 Tom Combes (125, 14-4)
faces No. 13 Jason Silversteen from
Purdue; Eastern’s No. 14-ranked
Kelly Revells (133, 4-3) takes on
No. 13 Josh Hutchinson while No.
10 Mike Russow (Hwt., 15-3) plays
host to No. 13 David Pierce. The
Panthers’ Rob Serio (157, 8-6) has
the challenge of the No. 9-ranked
Willie Weinberg.

Managed
from Page 12
Dave are excellent coaches, and I
know we are getting very good athletes from them.”
Along with having connections,
McCausland and his own staff of
coaches have a solid wrestling
background themselves. In 1978,
McCausland was the Division II
national champion at 142 lbs. In
1977, he placed 6th and in 1979, he
was 4th.
Assistant coach, Vladimir
Anoshenko was a seven-time
freestyle national champion in the
former Soviet Union, a seven-time
Grand Prix tournament winner in
Germany, Poland and Austria, and
the junior college national champion at Lassen in 1996.
Other assistants, Matt Hughes
and Marty Molina, are both former
Division I All-Americans and had
impressive collegiate careers at
Eastern.
“I think it helps to have these

Chad Merda / Staff photographer
An Eastern wrestler grabs an opponent from Miami of Ohio during a meet
before the semester break. The Panthers host Purdue tonight in Lantz.
Revells, whose record doesn’t ranked guys,” McCausland said.
compare with the other ranked “These are some good matchups ...
competitors, is still looking to get these are matches we need.”
back in the groove after being inelTonight’s meet will not only
igible in the fall.
serve as a tune-up before the
“He had a hard weekend but the Panthers take on No. 13
kid from Northern Illinois is no Northwestern next month, but
slouch and Northern Iowa’s Eric McCausland is also thinking about
Keller is ranked,” McCausland said. the NCAA Championships.
“That’s tough competition.”
“I think it will help just to get
With all the quality wrestlers, some matches under our belt,” he
McCausland can’t pinpoint a key said. “This is what we’re looking
match.
for. These individual matchups will
“I’m looking for us to get the make a difference when we make it
upper hand on all three of Purdue’s to the national tournament.”
coaches with such great experience,” McCausland said. “The
recruits see that we have a nice mix
of coaches that have been through
it first hand and can lead them
through it as well.”
Combes said Eastern was a natural fit for him as a transfer student.
“Coach McCausland, and the
rest of the coaches are outstanding
coaches,” Combes said. “I wanted
to come to a place where I could
contribute quickly and continue to
learn. I got that here at Eastern.”
Lately, the trend for the schools
with the most scholarship money
has been to go after the junior colleges with the same intensity as
they do with the blue chips. In fact,
three of the top four wrestlers in
the nation at 149 lbs. are former
junior college wrestlers, including
top ranked Iowa star, T.J. Williams.
“It makes it even tougher for us
to recruit the junior college guys
now that (the top schools) are
offering more money to these guys
than we can,” McCausland said.
“The bottom line is, if you offer

more money than we can, you are
always going to get the recruit.”
The top schools with more
money in their programs are leaning towards the junior colleges,
because those athletes only use up
two year’s worth of scholarships,
which gives the school even more
leverage.
“As scholarships have been
harder to get, coaches will only
have to spend two years on an
already experienced wrestler
instead of using up four years of
funding,” Harper Community
College head wrestling coach Dan
Loprieno said. “Our AllAmericans (with their associates
degrees) are all wrestling Division
I now.”
McCausland and his staff are
remaining positive despite problems.
“We feel we have done the best
we could with the limited funds,”
McCausland said. “We’ve just got
to keep piecing together quality
teams with talented athletes and
keep fighting through it all. If we
can do that, then we’ll be fine.”

With the women’s basketball
team on a six game Ohio Valley
Conference losing streak, they
now enter the second half of their
schedule with a 3-13 record and a
well-needed week off.
With only two games remaining in the Panthers’ five game
homestand, the team has little
time remaining to repair their confidence before they head back on
the road at the end of January.
“The team had off Sunday and
Monday, and at our first practice
Tuesday we had a much better
practice,” head coach John Klein
said. “We’re getting back to
defensive work and toughening
up.”
After losing a close game to
Murray State last weekend (7775), Klein said that it is more
encouraging to be so close in a
game, rather than 12 points down,
but when the team is down by that
much they are still encouraged
because they stayed in the game
and played well.
The Panthers will definitely
use this week off as an advantage
to rebuilding their defense. In previous years the Panthers have
always had a strong defense and a
weaker offense. This year the
tables have turned and the offense
has improved, leaving the defense
trailing.
“We’re breaking down parts of
our defense and working on
defending ball screens, post
defense, and help with the gaps,
which are things that we haven’t
done much of this season,” Klein
said.
The team is continuing to
focus their attention on their
offense and shooting because
their main concern now is evening
out their wins and loses to
improve their standings. Klein
said they will focus one game at a
time.
“We keep emphasizing the
work we must do everyday no
matter if we win or losses,” said
Klein “It’s a matter of getting hot
at the right time and everything
comes down to the conference
tournament.”
Right now Eastern is tied for
last place with Morehead State,
and only the top eight in the OVC
will advance to the tournament.
Klein’s focus is on putting the
team ahead of Morehead, Murray
State and Austin Peay.
Klein hopes for a chance to be
in the tournament and get the
team up in the standings. He said

the team is
always play- Women’s
hoops
ing
for
something
and every game gives the team the
possibility for a win.
“We just need to shag some
wins and get on a streak,” Klein
said.
This Saturday the Panthers
will get that opportunity to add
another win to their season when
they face Southeast Missouri in
Lantz Gym.
SEMO is ranked first in the
OVC with a 7-2 OVC record and
12-4 overall. The Panthers are
hoping to cause an upset this
weekend and defeat the
Otahkians, causing an ironic twist
of the past. Last year Eastern had
the 7-2 record and SEMO fell far
below, but they managed to defeat
the Panthers and it was a huge loss
for the team.
Klein feels this just shows that
there isn’t a team in the OVC that
the Panthers can’t beat.
SEMO guard Paula Corder is
ranked eighth in individual scoring for the OVC, averaging 15.2
points per game. Just behind
Corder is 12th place Rusty
Sowers and 15th place Pam
Iverson. For the Otahkians, their
strength is their ability to put
points on the board.

Bombs away
Eastern is 21st in the nation for
three-pointers made per game,
ranked slightly under OVC rival
Southeast Missouri, who is currently ranked 14th. The team’s 22
three-point attempts against
Murray State helped move the
Panther’s season total to 314,
breaking the school record set at
294 during the 1994-95 season.

Center of attention
Making national rankings is
junior center Leah Aldrich, who is
tied at 27th in individual scoring.
Aldrich, a Minnesota native, has
averaged 20.1 points per game
and is currently the leading scorer
in the OVC.
She also leads the team in
rebounds, ranking seventh in the
conference with an average of 6.9
a game. As the best field goal
shooter on the team, averaging
52.8 percent, she is on track to
break the single season scoring
average and reach 1,000 career
points.
■ Compiled by Kristin Rojek

The Daily Eastern News
would like to apologize
for the misprints of
prices in
1 Large
1 topping
$8.99 + tax
$1.25 ea additional
topping
Not valid wiht any
other offer.

1 Large Works
1 Large 2 Topping

$15.99 + tax
$1.25 ea additional
topping
Not valid wiht any
other offer.

Extra Large
2 Toppings
$9.98 + tax
$1.25 ea additional
topping
Not valid wiht any
other offer.

ads in recent issues.
We are sorry for the
inconveniences this has
caused.

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
7 p.m.– Wrestling vs. Purdue (Lantz
Gym)
Friday
5 p.m– M/W Swimming at Bradley
Invitational
Saturday
8 p.m.– M/W Swimming at Bradley
Invitational
9 a.m.– M/W Indoor Track vs. Mega
Meet (Lantz Fieldhouse)
4:45 p.m.– Women’s basketball vs.
Southeast Missouri (Lantz Gym)
7:05 p.m.– Men’s Basketball vs.
Southeast Missouri (Lantz Gym)

NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pts GF
Philadelphia
56 131
New Jersey
51 122
Pittsburgh
47
120
N.Y. Rangers
41 116
N.Y. Islanders
29 101
Northeast Division
Pts GF
Ottawa
54 130
Toronto
53
142
Buffalo
53 119
Boston
47
115
Montreal
42
106
Southeast Division
Pts GF
Carolina
47 115
Florida
43 108
Washington
36
99
Tampa Bay
24 91
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
Pts GF
Detroit
47 131
St. Louis
41 109
Nashville
36 102
Chicago
31 94
Northwest Division
Pts GF
Colorado
46 110

GA
86
111
108
122
134

Edmonton
Vancouver
Calgary

42 123 113
36 115 135
32 107 134
Pacific Division
Pts
GF GA
Dallas
61
123 83
Phoenix
54
110 84
Anaheim
42
107 101
San Jose
41
101 103
Los Angeles
36
104 118
Wednesday’s Results
Florida, 5 N.Y. Islanders, 2
Toronto at Dallas
New Jersey at Anaheim
Today’s Games
Ottawa at Boston, 7p.m.
Florida at NY Rangers, 7:30p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia, 7:30p.m.
NY Islanders at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.
Carolina at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Montreal at Chicago, 7:3o p.m.
Toronto at St Louis, 7 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Calgary at Colorado, 7 p.m.
Anaheim at Phoenix, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at LosAngeles, 7:30 p.m.

COLLEGE
Edmonton at San Jose, 7:30 p.m.

GA
100
127
86
94
117
GA
108
114
109
152

GA
121
104
140
138
GA
111

Men’s basketball
Wednesday’s results
Southern Illinois 64, Indiana State 63
Penn State 60, Northwestern 62
C. Michigan 53, E. Michigan 56
Bradley 69, Illinois State 68
UConn 70, Miami 68

Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Murray State
SE Missouri
Eastern
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Middle Tenn.
Tennessee Tech
Tenn–Martin
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Conf
8-0
8-1
5-4
4-4
4-4
4-4
3-5
2-6
2-6

Overall
16-2
11-6
10-9
7-8
7-9
6-9
5-13
6-10
4-11

Eastern Kentucky 1-7
2-14
Today’s Games
Austin Peay at UT- Martin, 7:30 p.m.
Tenn.State at Murray State, 7:30 p.m.
E.Kentucky at Tenn.Tech, 7:45 p.m.
Morehead St at MiddleTenn, 7:45 p.m.

OVC leaders
SCORING
G Pts Avg/G
1.J. Roberts-TSU
15 311 20.7
2. E. Brown-MORE 16 316 19.8
3.T. Hassell-APSU 15 279 18.6
4. I. Spencer-MUR
18 309 17.2
5. W. Robinson-EKU 16 263 16.4
6. K. Hill-EIU
19 300 15.8
7. R. DeMichael-UTM 15 223 14.9
8. J. Heard-TECH
16 235 14.7
9. C. Hemphill-TECH 16 234 14.6
10. A. Reese-MUR 18 258 14.3
REBOUNDING
G TOT Avg/G
1. B. Eley-SEMO 17 170 10.0
2.T. Hassell-APSU 15 140
9.3
3.R.DeMichl-UTM 15 137
9.1
4. J. Johnson-TSU 15 130
8.7
5. C. Williams-TSU 15 121
8.1
6. I. Spencer-MUR 18 127
7.1
7. W. Wthorn-TECH 16 108
6.8
8. D. Mattox-EKU 16 93
5.8
9.D.Virgil-MUR
18 104
5.8
10. A. Reese-MUR 18 101
5.6
FIELD GOAL PCT
G FG FGA Pct
1. B. Eley-SEMO 17 97 162 .599
2. R. Jhson-SEMO 17 69 119 . 580
3. D.Virgil-MUR 18 75 131 .573
4.I.Spencer-MUR 18 123 219 .562
5.S.Charity-MORE 16 71 134 .530
6.J. Jackson-APSU 15 76 150 .507
7.R.DeMchl-UTM 15 85 176 .483
8. J. Crumby-UTM 12 53 110 .482
9.T. Hassell-APSU 15 96 206 .466
10. A. Reese-MUR 18 85 183 .464
ASSISTS
G Assists Avg/G
1. A. Reese-MUR 18 98
5.44
2. J. Owens-EIU 19 97
5.11
3. D. Acuff-EKU
16 81
5.06
4. R. Duncan-MTSU 18 86
4.78
5. A. Betts-UTM 15 69
4.60
6. B.Williams-TSU
14 64 4.57
7.K.Cotton-SEMO
13 52 4.00

8. C. Hemphill-TECH 16 63 3.94
9.T. Hassell-APSU
15 52 3.47
10. B. Bohanan-MORE 15 46 3.07
FREE THROW PCT
FTM FTA Pct
1. C. Johnson-SEMO 38 40 .950
2. K. Cotton-SEMO
31 37 .838
3. J. Heard-TECH 16 38 46 .826
4. A. Betts-UTM
39 49 .796
5.T. Hassell-APSU
65 83 .783
6. J. Roberts-TSU
52 68 .765
7. E. Brown-MORE
50 67 .746
8. R. Duncan-MTSU 41 55 .745
9.W. Robinson-EKU 61 82 .744
10. R. Johnson-SEMO 54 73 .740

Women’s Basketball
Wednesday’s results
Northern Illinios47, Akron 62
Syracuse 70, West Virginia 76
Westewrn Michigan 63, Toledo 86
South Carolina 73, Georgia Mason 70

Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf.
Overall
SE Missouri
7-2
12-4
Tenn–Martin
6-2
11-5
Tenn.Tech
6-2
11-5
Middle Tenn
6-2
10-6
Eastern Ky.
5-3
8-7
Tennessee St.
4-4
8-7
Murray St.
3-5
4-12
Austin Peay
2-6
3-13
Morehead St.
1-7
3-12
Eastern
1-8
3-13
Today’s Games
Austin Peay at UT-Martin, 5:30 p.m.
Tenn.State at Murray State, 5:30 p.m.
E. Kentucky at Tenn.Tech, 5:45 p.m.
Morehead St at MiddleTenn, 5:45 p.m.
Southeast Missouri at Belmont, 6 p.m.

OVC leaders
SCORING
G Pts Avg/G
1.L.Aldrich-EIU
16 322 20.1
2. Z. Harris-UTM
16 313 19.6
3. C. Sizemore-EKU 15 268 17.9
4. S. Moore-TSU
15 255 17.0
5. B. Coltharp-MUR 16 258 16.1

6. Q. Sullivan-APSU 16 253 15.8
7. C. Hassell-TSU 15 228 15.2
8. P. Corder-SEMO 16 243 15.2
9.H. Bates-MUR
16 223 13.9
10. D. Seng-TECH 16 221 13.8
REBOUNDING
G TOT Avg/G
1. D.Watts-MUR
16 147
9.2
2. J. King-EKU
15 116
7.7
3. M. Gadson-MUR 15 113
7.5
4. Z. Harris-UTM
16 119
7.4
5. P. Iverson-SEMO 16 115 7.2
6. A. Suffren-APSU 16 114
7.1
7. Leah Aldrich-EIU 16 111 6.9
8. K.K. Brunson-TSU 15 92
6.1
9.T. White-SEMO 16 94
5.9
10. Q. Sullivan-APSU 16 87
5.4
FIELD GOAL PCT
G FG FGA Pct
1. D. Seng-TECH 16 90 146 .616
2. J.Thmts-MTSU 16 57 100 .570
3. M. Gadson-MUR 15 84 150 .560
4. P. Iverson-SEMO 16 74 135 .548
5. Z. Harris-UTM 16 127 237 .536
6.T. White-SEMO 16 54 101 .535
7. J. King-EKU
15 46 87 .529
8. L. Aldrich-EIU 16 131 248 .528
9. B. Burrell-MTSU 16 64 123 .520
10. D.Watts-MUR 16 56 114 .491
ASSISTS
G Assists Avg/G
1.T. Fields-UTM 14 79
5.64
2. H. Bates-MUR 16 86
5.38
3. L. Moore-EIU
16 74
4.63
4.D.Mitchell-MOR 15 59
3.93
5. K. Stepney-TSU 15 55
3.67
6. H. Daulton-MOR 15 54 3.60
7. M. Bond-EKU 15 52 3.47
8.T. Brown-UTM 16 53
3.31
9. R. Gobble-TECH 16 51 3.19
10. C. Neeley-MTSU 16 49
3.06
FREE THROW PCT
G FTM FTA Pct
1. P. Iverson-SEMO 16 36 39 .923
2. P. Corder-SEMO 16 71 77 .922
3.T. Fields-UTM 14 61 70 .871
4. J.Thmts-MTSU 16 51 64 .797
5. B. Coltharp-MUR 16 46 59 .780
6. J. Holt-TECH 16 53 68 .779
7. R. Gobble-TECH 16 38 49 .776
8. Q. Sullivan-APSU 16 54 71 .761
9.C.Hassell-TSU 15 49 65 .754
10. L. Aldrich-EIU 16 52 69 .754

Volleyball team successful
on court, in classroom
Team members prove
to be student-atheletes,
earn above 3.0 GPA
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor

Success is not measured solely
by what you do on the playing field
but also what you do away from athletics.
For the 13th straight year, the
Panther volleyball team has proven
there is still such a thing as a student-athlete.
In the fall semester, the team
accumulated a G.P.A. of 3.19, which
marks the 25th consecutive semester
the team has posted a G.P.A. above
a 3.0.
Dating back to the fall semester
of 1986, the team has managed to
keep its grades above a 3.0 and only
five times during that stretch did the
team’s grades drop below a 3.2.
“It is a great achievement
through the longevity of the program,” head coach Betty Ralston
said. “A 3.3 is our goal because that

is where we get national recognition, but it is always our goal to do
well.”
During that period the Panthers
did receive some national recognition for their academic accomplishments.
Eastern won the American

“

It is a great achievement
through the longevity of the
program.
Betty Ralston,
women’s volleyball coach
Volleyball Coaches Association
Team Academic Award three consecutive years. In 1992-93 the team
had a 3.43, good enough for second
in the nation.
The following year, Eastern was
fourth in the nation with a 3.38 and
in 1995-96 it was fifth with a 3.41.
The academic success is nothing
new to Eastern volleyball. In fact it
has come to be expected from
Ralston’s teams.

Ralston has coached 32 players
that finished with a 4.0 and 13 have
gone on to receive post-gradurate
degrees. Ralston has also coached
three GTE Academic AllAmericans.
Part of the reason for the team’s
academic success can be attributed
to the fact the season is played in
only one semester.
“The nice thing with volleyball is
that it is only for one semester,”
Ralston said. “They load up in the
spring semester when we don’t do a
lot of traveling.”
Through that 13 year stretch,
Eastern not only succeeded in the
classroom, but it also managed to
win a few matches too, 247 to be
exact. The Panthers put up a .560
winning percentage during that
time.
“To do it for such a long time
shows that at Eastern we have student-athletes who are students and
athletes,” Ralston said. “We place an
emphasis on academics because we
don’t want them to just come here
and play volleyball, but graduate
with good grades too.”

Panther
sports

as possible prior to tipoff at 7
p.m.
“We’re hoping by providing
this service more students will
be interested in attending the
remaining games by making it
easier to get to Lantz Gym,”
Student Senator Melissa Girten
said in a press release.

Panther Express
stops at Lantz Gym
for hoop games

American Sport
Education Program
conducts workshop

Students wanting to attend
the final home basketball
games can now take the
Panther Express shuttle bus to
Lantz Gymnasium.
For home games on Jan. 23
and Feb. 2, 4th and 6th, the bus
will be making stops at Carman
Hall, Greek Court, Andrews
Hall, Pemberton Hall and Lantz
Gymnasium beginning at 6:30
p.m.
After dropping students off
at Lantz, the bus will pick-up
students at Lawson-Andrews
before going back to Carman to
repeat the route as many times

The American Sport
Education Program will be conducting a Coaching Youth Sport
Workshop for potential, volunteer, women coaches.
The workshop will be held
on Feb. 4, National Women in
Sports Day, at the ASEP’s
Champaign facility.
The workshop itself is not
sport specific, but coaches will
be allowed access to sport specific components in teaching
skills and drills for a sport.
Registration can be done by
calling (217) 351-5076 ext.
2305 before Feb. 2.

national
sports

coordinator Dave McGinnis will
meet with McCaskey on Friday.
Three other coaches –
Jacksonville defensive coordinator Dick Jauron, Buffalo offensive coordinator Joe Pendry and
Kansas City
defensive coordinator Gunther
Cunningham – already have
interviewed. The Bears have permission to talk with Jets assistant
head coach Bill Belichick, but
McCaskey talked as if he is off
the list.

inbrief

inbrief
Lewis interviews
for Bears opening
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) –
Green Bay Packers offensive
coordinator Sherm Lewis admits
he’s different from other coaches
who’ve come through the
Chicago Bears’ door in the last
week.
He doesn’t have a stint as a
Bears assistant on his resume.
And he’s never worked with
Mark Hatley, Chicago’s vice
president of player personnel.
What he does have is a long
resume filled with success.
“I’ve been in the league 16
years, and I’ve been to the playoffs 13 of those 16 years,’’ Lewis
said Wednesday. “I’ve been to
five Super Bowls, winning four
of them. I’ve been to eight NFC
championship games.’’
Lewis
interviewed
Wednesday with Bears president
Michael
McCaskey
for
Chicago’s coaching vacancy.
Arizona Cardinals defensive

Two administrators
quit at Southern
CARBONDALE, Ill. (AP) –
Two top administrators at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale are stepping aside
and a third, athletic director Jim
Hart, is getting a new job as the
school’s ambassador at large,
Chancellor Jo Ann Argersinger
said Wednesday.
John Jackson, the school’s top
academic officer, and Thomas
Britton, SIUC’s chief fund-raiser,
requested transfers following a
December performance review,
Argersinger said.
Argersinger, who became
SIUC’s chancellor in July, said
she was not dissatisfied with
either man’s work but that substantial challenges remained in
both areas.

Take a break and have some fun!!

UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA
Stop by and sign up NOW!

Leagues start Jan. 25th!!

Ladies Night
Live DJ
1/2 Price Vodka Drinks
No Cover
348-8018

(running through the spring semester)

$3.50/week
per person

MONDAY 4 per team Coed
WEDNESDAY
Singles
WEDNESDAY
Coed Dbls.

9:00pm
4:30pm*
6:30pm*

*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King,Jr. University Union

581-7457

Drink Specials 345-7849
$3.25 Baltimore Zoos
$1.25 12oz Domestic Drafts
Thursday Lunch Special $ 2.25 Bacardi Spice Mixers
BBQ Pork Sandwichs....$3.75
Try our Soup &
Gyro w/ french fries......$4.25
We now have
Sandwich
of the Golden Tee ‘98
Thursday Dinner Special
BBQ Chicken Dinner, Choice of 2 sides, Day $3.50 Tournament Edition.
Compete Nationally! Win Prizes!
& salad....$6.50
Never a Cover
12oz Ribeye, 2 sides, & salad....$10.25
Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm
Express Lunch Menu Available

Dance Floor with d.j.
ATM Inside
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Ignoring the national trend
Despite other wrestling
programs getting cut,
McCausland and Eastern
have managed to stay on top
By Jason Randall

$37,472

TBA

$27,055

‘99-’00

$15,700

$20,328

‘98-’99

$17,100

‘97-’98

$17,000

‘96-’97

‘95-’96

as well.”
Leo Kocher, University of Chicago
wrestling coach and
member of the Board of
More inside the National Coalition
for Athletics equity, said
Wrestling team
that colleges are providhosts No.
ing wrestlers unaccept17ranked
ably low opportunities
Purdue tonight.
Page 10 compared to other
sports.
“The thing that’s critical
is that there’s one college wrestling program for every 35 high school programs,”
Kocher said. “Wrestlers are being treated
unfairly.”
In comparison, for every four college
football programs there are 21 high school
teams. For every five collegiate baseball
teams, there are 14 high school squads; for
every men’s collegiate soccer program,
there are 10 high school ones.
Much of Eastern’s success has to do
with McCausland’s recruiting tactics – hitting the junior colleges hard.
“It is really difficult to recruit the blue
chip guys with such limited scholarships,”
McCausland said. “The top schools like
Iowa and Oklahoma St. have so much
money put into their program every year
that it is hard to compete with them in the

$16,744

$30,000

Scholarships
Operating budget

$20,000

$26,750

‘94-’95

‘93-’94

$26,750

$35,936

W

$36,514

Wrestling scholarships & operating
budgets,1993 – present

Staff writer

ith scholarship dollars
frozen, and the decision in
1994 to cut the program
with little hope of reinstatement, Eastern wrestling has slowly
battled it’s way back to the financial prosperity it once knew.
Despite all the problems with funding
and recruiting, head wrestling coach Ralph
McCausland has kept Panther wrestling
one of the top teams at Eastern, and has
had the team competing at a level right
along side the nation’s best.
Through it all, McCausland has been
able to put together quality squads including Eastern’s best-ever finish, 26th in the
nation, during the 1996-97 season. He has
led numerous wrestlers to the national
tournament and has coached six AllAmericans.
Gradually, since the arrival of Athletic
Director Richard McDuffie, things have
started to get better with scholarship
money, and Eastern wrestling is back up to
$27,000 for 1999-00. However, it has been
an unstable road for the program leading
up to this point with the amount of funding
at it’s peak in the early ‘90’s, and then
plummeting to an almost unworkable sum
in 1997.
McCausland said that part of the reason
for the drop in that year was because the
team is not in a conference and Eastern
keeps its conference teams the top priority.
“We are working as aggressively internally and externally as we can to fund 22
sports,” McDuffie said. “I am committed
to funding the teams fairly so that all 22
can be both safe and competitive.”
For the wrestling program, McDuffie’s
arrival in 1997 couldn’t have come at a
better time.
“(McDuffie) has helped us out a great
deal,” McCausland said. “He came in with
a four-year plan to elevate the funding not
only for wrestling, but for the other sports

Like many other wrestling programs
across the country, Eastern coach
Ralph McCausland has had
significantly less scholarship money
to run his program with in recent
years, but he managed to keep the
team competitive and the
money trend is taking a
turn for the better.

recruiting.”
Eastern has managed to recruit
the junior colleges very successfully.
For example, the three nationally
ranked Panthers – Tom Combes,
Kelly Revells, and Mike Russow –
were all recruited out of junior colleges.
“The wrestlers we get from the
junior colleges have a much higher
maturity level,” McCausland said.
“They understand that there isn’t
much money, but there are a lot of
opportunities available for them.”
Combes and Revells wrestled at
Lassen Community College in
Lassen, Calif. under head coach and
former teammate of McCausland’s,
Rex Brannum, before arriving in
Charleston. Russow and Rob Serio
came from Lincoln Community
College where they too were led by an
ex-teammate of McCausland’s, Dave
Klehm. Zach Derico headlines a skilled
group of Panther wrestlers from Harper
Community College in Palatine.
“It helps to have some connections
in the junior college level,”
McCausland said. “Both Rex and

Photo
Illustration
by
Deanna
McIntyre

See MANAGED Page 10

There’s other powers at work than just Title IX

L

egs and arms twisted in ways reminiscent of a Stretch Armstrong
doll. Sweaty men rolling around
on a mat – wearing tight outfits,
nonetheless.
A groan of pain can probably be heard
too.
No, this is not my fantasy.
However, the sport in question, intercollegiate wrestling, is in danger.
Eastern is solving the problem; coach
Ralph McCausland is getting more money
to work with and the Panthers have three
wrestlers ranked in the top 15 nationally.
“I don’t think we’re out of trouble yet,”
McCausland said.
Other school’s trouble could very well be
Eastern’s gain.
With every college program eliminated,
that’s one less place for the better athletes to
go. Definitely, that’s a bonus for a smaller
school like Eastern. The school has a better
chance to get more premiere athletes.
That’s the philosophy Leo Kocher,

University of
Chicago
wrestling coach
and member of
the Board of
the National
Coalition for
Athletics
Chad Merda
Equity,
Sports editor
employs.
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
“There is no
doubt in my
mind that colleges that attract competent
coaches and give the program a modicum of
support will reap the benefits of having a
team full of young men that are outstanding
in character and talent,” he said.
Such a statement holds true for Eastern.
The increase in scholarship money, along
with the talented athletes, shows the outlook
here is bright.
But it’s a much different story on the
national level.
Rarely can one have a conversation

about wrestling without those dirty words
popping up: elimination and Title IX.
Many programs have been eliminated in
a need to further comply with Title IX’s
requirement of equal participation between
men’s and women’s sports. Case in point:
Eastern’s decision in 1994 to drop both
wrestling and men’s swimming, only to
reverse it months later.
However, many other powers besides
Title IX are at work in the sport’s gradual
demise.
“Wrestling is an unusual sport,” Lincoln
Community College coach and former
Eastern wrestler Dave Klehm said. “It is
difficult for people to get interested in it
when they don’t understand it right off.”
Watching my first wrestling match, I
knew little about the sport. However, I did
conclude that being on the bottom and
screaming in pain most likely wasn’t good.
Also, it was probably better to be the
guy taking the opponent down. Hence the
term, takedown and the two points that are

awarded for it.
Recently, there’s been some controversy
surrounding the sport. More importantly,
surrounding the methods some wrestlers use
to cut weight before a meet.
“I think the major problem with the sport
is the image,” Klehm said.
“It has gotten quite a bit of bad publicity
over the past few years with the deaths of
the three wrestlers who were cutting
weight.”
Klehm makes a very relevant point.
“We’ve had those deaths, but every year
someone dies playing football and the
games are still on TV every week,” he said.
“I think we’ll come out of the trouble. The
sport has made a number of changes to protect against the drastic weight cutting with
the new weight classes and the
certification.”
No matter how many changes the sport
makes, it will continue to get a bad rap.
Apparently that’s the price a sport pays
for being a Title IX scapegoat.

